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Abstract 
In this work, statistical inferences are expressed in terms of probability distribu-
tions. A Bayes inference is the posterior distribution ( or predictive distribution 
in prediction problems) under a proper prior. However, many statistical infer-
ences can be thought of as formal Bayes inferences when the prior distribution 
is improper . The aim of this work is to evaluate formal Bayes inferences in 
a decision theoretic setting. The results from Eaton (1992, Ann. Stat. 20.) 
provided conditions under which the formal Bayes method produces admissible 
decision rules for a wide class of decision problems called the quadratically reg-
ular problems. Further, the sufficient conditions were shown to be equivalent 
to the recurrence of a Markov chain on the parameter space which is generated 
by the model and the improper prior. 
We will further investigate the admissibility conditions and the connection 
with Markov chains. We will also develop a useful tool , which extends Lam-
perti's work (1960, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 1), to detect the recurrence of Markov 
chains on the non-negative real line. The results are applied to the multivariate 
Poisson and the multivariate normal models. Conditions on improper priors for 
these models are given which imply that the formal Bayes inferences are admis-
sible for quadratically regular problems. Moreover, the admissibility condition 
for a p-dimensional Poisson problem is shown to be mathematically connected 
with that for a 2p-dimensional normal problem. 
Key words and phrases: admissibility, formal Bayes rules, recurrence, quadrat-
ically regular decision problems. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Statistical Inference 
A statistical inference problem is a problem in which, after seeing data sam-
pled from a certain population, one attempts to make inferences about quan-
tities which are unobserved. These quantities may be parameters, probability 
distributions, or future observables. For example, an estimation problem is a 
statistical inference problem. Assume that data X are sampled from a known 
probability distribution P(dxl6) with unknown parameter 6. A statistician may 
be interested in estimating the value of 6. He or she then proposes an estimator 
B(X) ,which depends on X, for the unknown 6. One common estimator B(X) is 
the maximun likelihood estimator (M.L.E.). Here, B(X) is chosen to maximize 
the likelihood under the model P(dxl6). This B(X) serves as an inference (a 
point estimator) for 8. 
Consider a simple linear regression problem. Suppose (Xi, ~),i = 1, ... ,n 
are i.i.d. paired random variables. Assume the conditional distribution of Y 
given X = x is a normal distribution with mean {30 + /31 x and variance u2 • 
All the parameters /30 , /31 and u2 are unknown. However, instead of making 
inferences about these parameters, our main interest may be to predict the value 
of Yn+l ~hen Xn+l is observed. The usual predictor for Yn+l is 
Yn+l = /3o + /31Xn+l, 
where /3o and /31 are the usual least-squares estimators obtained from (Xi,~), i = 
1, ... , n (they are also M.L.E. in this case). The prediction of Yn+l is a statis-
tical inference problem because we made an inference about Yn+l by predicting 
its value. 
The problems of testing hypotheses are also statistical inference problems. 
Consider the following sampling schemes and hypotheses: 
Case 1: Let X1 , X 2, ... , Xn be a random sample from a normal distribution with 
unknown mean 8 and known variance u2 • The null and alternative hypotheses 
are 
Ho: 8 = 0, 
Ha : 8 :;6 0. 
The well known test procedure is the Z-test. For example, if the level of the test 
is a= 0.05, we will reject the null hypothesis if IZI > 1.96, where Z = vn,X/u. 
In this problem, an inference about 8 is made in terms of "rejecting'' or "not 
rejecting" the null hypothesis. 
Case 2: Suppose that the real random variables X1, X2, ... , Xn form a random 
sample from some unknown continuous distribution. Let Fn(x) denote the sam-
ple distribution function constructed from the observed values x1 , x2 , ••• , Xn. 
We wish to test the simple null hypothesis that the unknown distribution func-
tion F(x) is actually a particular continuous distribution function F*(x). The 
hypotheses are: 
Ho: F(x) = F*(x), 
Ha : Ho is not true. 
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In this case, the unknown is the "true" distribution. Our inference about this 
unknown distribution is again in terms of rejecting or not rejecting the null hy-
pothesis. One common test procedure is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Another 
is to apply the x2 test for goodness-of-fit if the sample size is large enough. 
In addition to estimation and testing hypotheses, confidence intervals and 
confidence regions also serve as inferences for unknown parameters or future 
observables. In the preceding regression example, a 95% prediction interval for 
Yn+l is 
Here, t.97s,n-2 is the 97.5 percentile of a t distribution with n - 2 degrees of 
freedom and u* is the estimated standard error for Yn+l which can be found in 
most regression textbooks. The 95% confidence interval for (J in case 1 of the 
testing hypotheses example is simple; it is · 
x ± 1.96u / .fn,. 
A probability distribution can also serve as an inference. Consider the above 
two examples. For the prediction problem, the conditional distribution of Yn+l 
given Xn+l is 
with unknown parameters /3o, /31, and u2 • Using the predictor Yn+I = {30 + 
f31Xn+1, the statistic 
To= Yn+l -Yn+l 
u• 
is a random variable which has a t distribution with n - 2 degrees of freedom. 
Further, the distribution of To does not depend on the unknown u2 • Inverting 
this relationship leads to a predictive distribution for Yn+I: 
Given Yn+l and u*, 
Yn+l "' Yn+l + u*T, 
where Tis a tn-2 random variable. This probability distribution is 
denoted by F(·IYn+1,u*). 
For the problem X "'N(fJ, u2 ) with unknown(} and known u2 , 
- u2 
X "'N(fJ, - ). 
n 
Interchanging the positions of X and (J leads to a fiducial distribution for fJ: 
Given X, 
- u2 
fJ"' N(X, -). 
n 
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The previous inferences we made for estimation problems, prediction problems, 
testing hypotheses, and confidence intervals are all generated from these two 
distributions. The predictor Yn+1 is the mean of the distribution F( ·IYn+i, u* ). 
The 95% prediction interval for Yn+l is just the interval between 2.5 and 97.5 
percentiles of F( · IYn+i, u*). Similar comments apply to the second example. 
In addition, to test the null hypothesis Ho : 8 = 0 at level 0.05, we reject Ho 
if the 95% confidence interval of 8, which is the interval between 2.5 and 97.5 
percentiles of N (X, o-2 / n), does not contain zero. 
The point of view taken in this work is that inferences are best expressed in 
terms of probability distributions as these summarize all we know after seeing 
the data. This is a similar point of view as in Bernardo (1979) and Eaton (1982). 
From now on, the word inference will mean a probability distribution. The aim 
of this work is to evaluate the so-called formal Bayes inferences in a decision 
theoretic setting which we will introduce in the following section. 
1.2 The Decision Problem 
A statistical decision problem involves four basic elements a model P( dxl8) from 
a sample space X, a parameter space 0, an action space A, and a non-negative 
loss function L( a, 8, x) defined on A x 0 x X. The spaces X, e and A are 
assumed to be Polish (complete, separable matric spaces) with their Borel u-
algebras :F, Band A, respectively. The triple (X, :F, P(·IB)) is then a probability 
measure space. 
Consider an observation X E X from a model P(dxlB) with an unknown 
parameter 8. This parameter 8 ranges over a known parameter space 0. The 
set A of possible actions is called the action space. The measurable function 
L( a, B, x) represents the loss incurred if the decision maker or statistician takes 
action a when 8 is true and the observed data is X = x. 
A decision rule is a measurable map o : X -+ A which specifies the action 
taken in response to data X. Using o means that if X = x is observed, the 
statistician takes action 8(x). The loss is then a random variable L(o(X), 8, X) 
on the probability space (X,:F,P(·l8)) for fixed 8. The performance of o is 
reasonably measured by the average loss, which is called the risk function of the 
decision rule o and is denoted by R(o,8). Thus, 
R(8, 8) = I L(8(x), 8, x)P(dxl8). 
The risk function R( o, 8) is well-defined since the loss function L is non-negative. 
Since 8 is unknown, there is generally no decision rule which has smallest 
risk for all possible 9. However, if one decision rule has everywhere smaller 
risk than another, the former is preferable. This leads to one of the criteria of 
comparing decision rules. 
Given decision rules 81 and 82, we say that 81 improves 82 if, and only if, 
R( 81 , 9) ~ R( 82, 9) for all 9 and with strict ineqality for some 8. In this case, 
we say that 82 is inadmissible. If given 82, no such rule 81 which improves 82 
exists, we say that 82 is admissible. We will use a slightly weaker version of 
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admissibility in this work. Given a fixed measure v on 0, we say that a decision 
rule 62 is almost-v-admissible in the following sense: if there is a rule 61 which 
improves 62, then the set {BIR(61, 8) < R(62, 8)} has v-measure zero. 
The Bayesian point of view leads to another global criterion. A Bayesian 
first assigns a prior probability distribution for 8, say 1r( dB), which represents his 
or her subjective belief about 8. After seeing data X ~ x, he or she has a new 
belief, namely, the posterior distribution Q1r(d8lx), which is just the conditional 
distribution of 8 given x. We shall call it the Bayes inference under 1r. 
H our prior belief about 8 is that 8 comes from a probability measure 1r( d(J} 
on (0, B), we can consider the average risk, under 1r, of a decision rule 6. This 
quantity we shall call the Bayes risk of 6 under 1r and denote it by 
rrr(6) = I R(6, fJ)1r(dfJ). 
A decision rule is said to be Bayes for 1r if it minimizes the Bayes risk under 1r. 
To get a Bayes rule, it is usually not necessary to calculate the Bayes risk. The 
Bayes inference Qrr(d0lx) is a version of the conditional distribution of 8 given 
X = x. The posterior risk of 6 is defined by 
r(olx) = I L(o(x), (}, x)Qrr(dBlx). 
Ho minimizes the posterior risk under Q1r(·lx) for each x, then o is a Bayes 
rule (Berger {1985, p.159)). In general, Bayes rules may not be unique, or even 
exist. H a Bayes rule for 1r exists and the Bayes risk of this Bayes rule is finite, 
then it is almost-1r-admissible; see Berger {1985, p.255). 
Now, let M1r(dx) be the marginal distribution of X when the prior proba-
bility measure is 1r(d8). Then 
P(dxl8)1r(dfJ} = Q1r(dfJlx)M1r(dx}. 
The equality means that the two probability measures on (Xx 0, :F x B) agree. 
For any constant c E (0, oo), 1r c ( dfJ) = err( dfJ) defines a finite measure on 0 such 
that 7rc(0) = c. Then the equality 
P(dxlfJ)1rc(d8) = Q1r(d8lx)M1rc (dx) 
holds, where M1rc (dx) = cM1r(dx). This shows that the posterior probability 
distribution Q1r(dfJlx) is obtained for all prior distributions 1rc(dfJ), c E (0, oo). 
If 6 is a Bayes rule for 1r, then we say that o is a Bayes rule for any 1rc, c E (0, oo). 
From now on, we shall call a prior distribution 1r(dfJ) proper if 1r(0) E (0, +oo) 
and a prior distribution v(dfJ} improper if v(0) = +oo . 
Another class of decision rules are the so-called formal Bayes rules. Given 
a statistical model P(dxl9), instead of using a probablity measure , consider 
a u-finite improper prior distribution v on the parameter space 0 such that 
J v(d8) = +oo. The marginal measure on the sample space X, written 
M(dx) = J P(dxlB)v(dB), 
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may be badly behaved (i.e., not u-finite). However, under the assumption that 
X and 0 are Polish with their Borel a-algebras, when M(dx) is u-finite, the 
formal posterior distribution on 0, Q(d9lx), exists and satisfies 
P(dxl9)v(d9) = Q(d9lx)M(dx). 
The equality means that the two measures on (X x 0, :F x B) agree. That 
is, Q(·lx) is a probablity measure for each x, and for each measurable subset 
B ~ 0, Q(BI·) is measurable. In addition, Q is unique in the sense that if Q also 
satisfies the above equation, then the set {xlQ(·lx) =/; Q(·lx)} is an M-null set. 
For a proof of the existence and uniqueness of Q, see Johnson (1991, Appendix 
A), (see also Mouchart (1976)). We shall also call the probability distribution 
Q(·lx) the formal Bayes inference under v. 
Given an action space A and loss function L, a formal Bayes rule to the 
decision problem is any function ~(x) EA such that, for each x, 
f L(a,9,x)Q(dBlx) ~ f L(~(x),9,x)Q(d91x) 
for all a EA. 
A formal Bayes rule might not be admissible. For example, given the model 
X "'N(B,lp) and improper prior dB, the formal posterior distribution Q(dBIX) 
is 9 "' N(X, Ip), Consider the traditional estimation problem of estimating 9 
with quadratic loss. The formal Bayes rule for this problem is the posterior 
mean I 0Q(d9IX) = X. 
The risk function of X is 
E9IIX - 911 2 = p. 
It is well known that X is admissible when p = 1, 2, but inadmissible for p ~ 3 
; see Stein {1956). The usual James-Stein estimator 
(1 - (p- 2)/IIXll2)X 
(James and Stein (1961)) has risk function strictly smaller than p for all 9 when 
p~ 3. 
1.3 Summary 
Since a formal Bayes rule is generated from the formal Bayes inference, i.e., the 
formal posterior distribution, admissibility of a formal Bayes rule should follow 
from properties of the model and the improper prior. One of our goals in this 
work is to find conditions on the improper priors for some probability models 
so that the formal Bayes inferences will produce admissible rules for a variety 
of decision problems. 
The formal Bayes method for deriving inferential procedures is widely used in 
both the decision theoretic and Bayesian literature. It is a strategy for attempt-
ing to establish admissibility; for example, see Brown (1971), Brown (1979), 
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Brown and Hwang {1982), Johnstone {1984), Karlin (1958), Stein {1965), and 
Zidek {1970). In Eaton {1982), a class of decision problems, called the fair Bayes 
decision problems, was formulated. It allowed the evaluation of improper prior 
distributions via the formal posterior distributions they define. Prediction prob-
lems were also formulated this way. In Eaton {1986), sufficient conditions for 
the admissibility of formal predictive distributions were given. The results from 
Eaton {1992, 1996) provided conditions under which the formal Bayes method 
produces admissible decision rules for a wide class of decision problems called 
the quadratically regular problems. Further, the sufficient conditions were shown 
to be equivalent to the recurrence of a natural symmetric Markov chain on the 
parameter space which is generated by the model and the improper prior. The 
results were successfully applied to translation families in dimension one or two 
when the improper prior is Lebesgue measure. 
Recurrence has been used to obtain admissibility in other contexts. Brown 
{1971) showed that each admissible estimator of the mean vector, under quadratic 
loss, for a p-dimensional normal distribution corresponded to a recurrent dif-
fusion on a same dimensional space. Johnstone {1984, 1986) established the 
connection between the admissible estimator of the mean vector of p indepen-
dent Poisson variables and the recurrence of Markov chains on Z~. These ap-
proaches differ from that of Eaton {1992, 1996). Typically, their Markov chain 
is a continuous time diffusion on the sample space, while in Eaton's approach 
the Markov chain is discrete time and on the parameter space. 
We will follow Eaton's work and futher investigate the admissibility condi-
tions as well as the connection with Markov chains. 
In sections two and three, we discuss those aspects of the theory in Eaton 
{1992) which are relevant for this work. Essentially all of the material in sections 
two and three is expository. For the most part, proofs in these sections parallel 
those in Eaton {1992, 1996). 
In section four, we will develop a useful tool to detect the recurrence of 
Markov chains on the non-negative real line. This extends the work in Lamperti 
{1960). For a non-negative Markov chain with bounded increments, Lamperti's 
criterion for recurrence involved the first two moments of the increments. The 
criterion which we will develop involves the first three moments of the incre-
ments, but without the assumption of bounded increments. 
In section five, conditions on improper priors for the multivariate Poisson 
and the multivariate normal are given which imply that the formal Bayes rules 
are admissible for quadratically regular problems. Consider XE Z~ with inde-
pendent coordinates where each coordinate has a Poisson distribution; that is, 
X 1, •.. ,Xp are independent univariate Poissons with parameter Ai, i = 1, ... ,p. 
When the improper prior distribution has the form v(d..\.) = ,(E Ai)dA, the 
improper part of the prior lies on [O, +oo). We will give the sufficient conditions 
on 1 such that the induced Markov chain on (0, +oo) is recurrent. For example, 
when 1(6) = 6°', where 6 = E Ai, the range a E (-p, -p + 1] yields recurrence 
and therefore a-v-a Bayes inferences for quadratically regular problems. This 
range also coincides with that in Johnson (1991). 
In the case when X is p-dimensional normal N(µ, Ip) and improper prior 
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distribution has the form v(dµ) = -y(llµll 2 )dµ, sufficient conditions on 'Y will be 
given which induce recurrent non-negative Markov chains. Our results show 
that the conditions on 'Y for multivariate normal are closely related to that 
for multivariate Poisson. For example, when -y(llµll 2 ) = 11µ11 20 , the range a E 
(-p/2, -p/2 + 1] will yield recurrent Markov chains and hence a-v-a formal 
Bayes inferences for quadratically regular problems. This result also suggests 
that the usual fiducial distributionµ rv N(X, Ip) may not be so reasonable when 
the dimension p is greater than two, because the case a = 0 is not included in 
the range (-p/2, -p/2 + l]. 
In this work, the connection between a p-dimensional Poisson problem and 
a 2p-dimensional normal problem is established mainly via the calculations for 
recurrence of Markov chains based on Lamperti's argument and the fact that a 
non-central x2 distribution is a mixture of Poisson and x2 distributions. The 
dimension-doubling relation was also seen in Johnstone and MacGibbon (1992) 
while they dealt with the minimax estimation of a constrained p-dimensional 
Poisson mean. In that paper, the mathematical connection was established by 
the polydisc transform, r-1; that is, the inverse mapping of r : R2P ---+ (0, oo )P, 
In Johnson (1991), when the improper was Lebesgue measure, the admissibil-
ity condition for formal Bayes rule in the one-dimensional Possion case was 
equivalent to that for the two-dimensional normal problem. This connection 
was established via the integral representation of the modified Bessel function. 
All the three different approaches show that the p-dimensional Poisson and 
the 2p-dimensional normal problems are rather closely mathematically related. 
However, the statistical connection still remains somewhat unclear. 
2 Quadratically Regular Decision Problems 
2 .1 Preliminaries 
Given a statistical model P(dxl8) on (X,F), let v beau-finite measure on (0, B) 
with J v(dB) = +oo. Assume the marginal measure M(dx) = J P(dxlO)v(dB) is 
u-finite. The induced formal posterior distribution Q( dBlx) satisfies 
P(dxl8)v(d8) = Q(dBlx)M(dx). 
Consider a statistical decision problem with risk function R( fJ, 8) where f, is a 
decision rule. 
DEFINITION 2.1.l[Stein (1965)]. A decision rule tJo is almost-v-admissible 
(a-v-a) if for any decision rule &1 which satisfies 
R(fJ1,8) :5 R(fJo,8) for all B, (1) 
the set 
{BIR( 61, 8) < R( fJo, 8)} 
8 
has v-measure zero. 
Now, let Ube the set of all non-negative functions g defined on 0 such that 
U = {g ;?: OIO < / g(0)v(d0) < +oo} (2) 
Then for each g E U, g(0)v(d9) defines a finite prior measure on 0. The 
marginal measure M9 (dx) on Xis finite and the posterior probability distribu-
tion Qg(dBlx) exists and satisfies 
P(dxl8)g(8)v(d8) = Qg(d8lx)M9 (dx). 
Assume for each g E U, there is a Bayes rule for the decision problem and the 
corresponding Bayes risk is finite. That is, a decision rule o9 exists such that 
I R(og, 8)g(8)v(d9) < +oo 
and I R(o, fJ)g(fJ)v(d0) ;?: I R(og, 9)g(8)v(d0) 
for all o. 
A set G ~ 0 is v-proper if O < v( G) < +oo. For each v-proper G, define 
U(G) = {g E Ulg(8) ;?: 1 for (J E G}. (3) 
The following sufficient condition of a-v-a is a variation of Blyth 's condition 
(Blyth (1951), Stein (1955), Brown and Hwang (1982), and Berger (1985)). 
THEOREM 2.1.2. Let oo be a decision rule. If for each v-proper G, 
then 80 is a-v-a. 
PROOF. 
inf j[R(oo, 0) - R(o9 , B)]g(8)v(d0) = 0, gEU(C) (4) 
This well-known proposition is proved by contradiction. Assume there is a 
61 which satisfies (1), and the set 
Go= {BIR(oi,0) < R(oo,0)} 
has positive (may be infinite) v-measure, v(Go) > 0. Then there exists e > O 
such that 
GE= {8IR(oo,8)-R(o1,B);?: e} 
with v(GE) > 0 (may be oo). Consider av-proper G* such that v(GE n G*) > 0, 
and let G = GE n G*. 
For g E U(G), if 
I R(oo,8)g(fJ)v(dfJ) = oo 
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for all g E U(C), then 
inf j[R(oo, 0) - R(o9 , 8)]g(8)v(d8) = oo, gEU(C) 
so ( 4) cannot hold. Thus, the set 
U*(C) = {g E U(C)I I R(oo,8)g(8)v(d8) < oo} 
must be non-empty, and by assumption (4), 
inf j[R(oo, 8) - R(o9 , 8)]g(8)v(d8) = 0. geU•(C) 
For g E U*(C), 
and 
J R(oo, 8)g(8)v(d8) < oo, 
f[R(oo, 8) - R(o9 , 8)]g(8)v(d8) 
= f[R(o0 , 8) - R(o1, 8)]g(6)v(d8) + f[R(o1, 8) - R(o9 , 8)]g(8)v(d8) 
2:: f[R(oo, 8) - R(o1, 8)]g(6)v(d8) 
> fc(R(oo, 8) - R(o1, 8)]g(8)v(d8) 
2:: eJ0 g(8)v(d8) 
2:: ev(C) 
> 0 
The proof is now complete by contradiction. o 
Since vis u-finite, condition (4) only need be verified for a countable number 
of C's. 
COROLLARY 2.1.3. Let {Cnln = 1,2, ... } be any collection of v-proper 
sets with Cn ~ Cn+l and U Cn = 0. H (4) holds for each Cn, then Do is a-v-a. 
PROOF. 
Let 61 , C0 , and Cf be the same as those in the above proof. By u finiteness, 
there exists no such that cf n Cno has positive V measure. For g E u ( cf n Cno)' 
f[R(oo, 8) - R(o9 , 6)]g(8)v(d8) 
2:: f c<ncn)R(oo, 8) - R(oi, 8)]g(8)v(d8) 
> ev(CE n Cno) 
> 0 
This contradiction completes the proof. o 
2.2 Fair Bayes Loss Functions and Fair Bayes Decision 
Problems 
So far, we have not paid attention to the action space and the loss function 
in a decision problem. In traditional estimation problems, the action space 
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is 0 and the loss function is quadratic: for example, A = X = 0 = R1 , 
L(a, 8, x) = (a - 8)2 • The Bayes rule or formal Bayes rule is then the posterior 
mean 
t(x) = j 8Q(d8lx), 
where Q(dBlx) is the posterior or formal posterior distribution of 0. This of 
course depends on whether the prior is proper or improper. If we change the 
loss function to L( a, 8, x) = la - Bl, then the Bayes solution will be the posterior 
median. This suggests that the Bayes rules actually all come from Q(d0lx), 
and an idea is to set the action space A = Mi (0), the set of all probability 
distributions on 0; see Bernardo (1979) and Eaton (1982). When using this 
action space, the Bayes rule o(x) will be the distribution which satisfies 
j L(a,0,x)Q(dOlx) ~ j L(o(x),0,x)Q(d0lx) (5) 
for all a E M1(8) . 
On the other hand, given a statistical model P( dxl9) and a prior distribution 
on 0, a Bayesian's inference about 9 is simply the posterior distribution Q(d0lx) 
because Q(·lx) contains everything he or she knows about 9 after seeing x. 
Thus, to be consistant with both the decision theoretic point of view and the 
Bayesian's framework, o(x) in (5) should be Q(·lx), because Q(·lx) ought to be 
the "correct" answer (see Bernardo (1979) and Eaton (1982)). This imposes a 
restriction on the loss function. Also note that x plays a secondary role in the 
above argument. In what follows, assume the loss function is independent of x. 
DEFINITION 2.2.1 [Eaton (1982)]. With A= M1(8), a loss function is 
called a fair Bayes loss function (FBLF) if 
j L(v, 8)1r(d8) ~ j L(1r, 8)1r(d0) (6) 
for all v, 1r E M 1 ( 0) . Further, a decision problem with the property that a 
Bayes rule is just the Bayesian's posterior distribution will be called a fair Bayes 
decision problem (FBDP). 
Of course, a decision problem using a FBLF is a FBDP. More examples and 
properties of FBLF's and FBDP's can be found in Eaton (1982) and Johnson 
(1991). Here is an example . 
EXAMPLE 2.2.2. Consider a bounded jointly measurable function K : 
0 x 0 --t R1 such that K(O, 11) = K(11, 9) and 
I I K(O, 11)µ(d8)µ(d11) ~ 0 (7) 
for all bounded signed measures µ. The boundedness insures that the integral 
in (7) is well-defined for allµ. (For an easy example, K(O, 11) = /(8)/(11) for a 
bounded measurable function /.) Given such a K, define < ·, · > by 
(8) 
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for bounded signed measures µ 1 and µ2 • Then < ·, · > is bilinear, symmetric 
and non-negative definite. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.3. Given < ·, · >, define the loss function L by 
L(v,9) =< v- €9,v- €9 > 
where €9 is a point mass at (J. Then L is a FBLF. 
PROOF. 
First observe that J < v, f.9 > 1r(d8) =< v, 1r > for all v, 1r E M 1 (0). Then, 
J L(v, 8).1r(dfJ) 
= J < V - €(}, V - €9 > 7r( dfJ) 
= I< V - 1r + 7r - €9, V - 1r + 7r - €9 > 1r(d8) 
= < v - 1r, v - 1r > + J < 1r - e9, 1r - €9 > 1r(d8) 
= < v - 1r, v - 1r > + f L(1r, 0)1r(d8) 
> f L(1r,fJ)1r(d8) 
So Lis a FBLF. <> 
2.3 Variation Distance 
To introduce the class of decision problems which will be discussed through out 
this work, namely, the quadratically regular problems, we need first to introduce 
the variation distance. 
DEFINITION 2.3.1. Let a1 and a2 be two probability measures defined 
on the same measurable space. The variation distance between a1 and a2 is 
defined by 
lla1 - a2II = 2sup la1(B) - a2(B)I-
B 
Here the sup ranges over the relevant u algebra. 
Remark. The variation distance II· II between two probability measures is a 
special case of the total variation of a bounded signed measure, see Billingsley 
(1986). 
PROPOSITION 2.3.2. If A is any u-finite measure which dominates a 1 
and a2, then 
lla1 - a2II = / IP1 - P2ldA, 
where Pi= dai/dA is the Radon-Nikodym derivative. 
PROOF. (From Billingsley (1968, p.224).) 
Let <p = PI - P2,, we have 
j <p(x)A(dx) = 0 = j[IB(x) + lBe(x)]</J(x)A(dx) 
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So, 
2la1(B) - o:2(B)I 
= 21 J lB(x)cp(x),\(dx)I 
= I J IB(x)cp(x),\(dx)I + I J lBe (x)cp(x),\(dx)I 
::;; J lB(x)l<l>(x)l..\(dx) + J lBe (x)l<l>(x)l..\(dx) 
= J l<l>(x)l..\(dx) 
= f IP1 (x) - P2(x)l.\(dx) 
The sup is achieved if B = {xlp1 (x) - P2(x) > O}. o 
LEMMA 2.3.3. 
ll01 - 0:211 = sup I/ /(x)o:1 (dx) -/ f(x)o:2(dx)I 
1/19 
PROOF. (From Billingsley (1968, p.224).) 
I J f (x)a1 (dx) - J f (x)o:2(dx)I 
= I J f(x)(p1 (x) - p2(x)),\(dx)I 
::;; J IP1 (x) - P2(x)l..\(dx) 
= lla1 - 0:2II 
Again, the sup is achieved by taking/= IB -[Be, with B = {xlp1(x)-P2(x) > 
O}. o 
2.4 Quadratically Regular Problems 
Now let us state the definition of quadratically regular problems. Consider a 
decision problem with action space A and a non-negative loss function L. It is 
assumed that for Q(dBlx) and Qg(dBlx), a formal Bayes decision rule <io and a 
Bayes rule a9 exist, respectively. 
DEFINITION 2.4.l[Eaton (1992)). A decision problem is quadratically 
regular if there is a non-negative constant K such that for all g E U, 
f 0 [R(ao, 8) - R(a9 , B))g(B)v(dB) 
::;; K J x IIQ(·lx) - Q9 (·1x)ll2 M9 (dx), (9) 
where R is the risk function and II · II is the variation distance. 
Before we see some examples, let us take a look of the meaning of (9). First, 
a sufficient condition for a-v-a is that the inf over g E U ( C) of the left hand side 
of (9) be zero. Second, II· II measures the "distance" between two probability 
distributions. H Q(·lx) and Q9 (·1x) are "close" enough and the inf on the right 
hand side of (9) is zero, then by THEOREM 2.1.2, we get a-v-a of a0 • Thus, 
a quadratically regular problem is such that the integrated risk difference is 
bounded by a constant times the integrated squared variation distance between 
the posteriors. 
EXAMPLE 2.4.2. Consider a decision problem of estimating a real-valued 
bounded measurable function ct,( 8, x) with A = R1 and L( a, 8, x) = ( a -
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<J,(8,x))2 • A formal Bayes rule for the improper prior v(d0) is 
<Po(x) = j </>(0, x)Q(dBlx), 
and a Bayes estimator for the proper prior g(0)v(d8) is 
¢9 (x) = j <J>(8,x)Q9 (d0lx). 
The integrated risk difference 
J[R(¢o(x), 0) - R(¢9 (x), 8)]g(8)v(d8) 
= J J [(¢o(x) - <J,(0, x))2 - (¢9 (x) - <J,(8, x))2 ]P(dxl8)g(0)v(d8) 
A 2 A A 2 A 
= J J[<l>o (x) - 2</>o(x)<J,(8,x) - </>9 (x) + 2</>9 (x)<J,(8,x)]Q9 (d8lx)M9 (dx) 
= J (<Po(x) - ¢9 (x)) 2 M9 (dx) 
=:; K 2 J IIQ(·lx) - Qg(-lx)ll 2 M9 (dx). 
Here, K is a bound on l<l>I and the inequality follows by LEMMA 2.3.3. Thus this 
estimation problem is a quadratically regular problem. Note that this example 
can be extended to A= Rn with L(a,8,x) = (a-<J,(0,x))'B(a-<J,(0,x)), where 
B is a non-negative definite matrix. This estimation problem on Rn is still 
quadratically regular. 
EXAMPLE 2.4.3. Consisder the example of a FBDP described in EXAM-
PLE 2.2.2. H we use the loss function 
L(v,8) =< v- eo,v- eo > 
where< ·, · > is defined by {8),then the decision problem is quadratically regu-
lar. 
PROOF. 
First observe that for two probability measures a 1 and a2 , 
< 01 - a2, 01 - 02 > 
= ff K(8, 11)(0:1 - o:2)(d8)(0:1 - o:2){d11) 
::; kllo:1 - 0:211 2, 
where k is a bound for IK(8, 11)1-
{10) 
The Bayes rule o9 and the formal Bayes rule o0 in this FBDP are Q9 (-lx) 
and Q(·lx), respectively. The integrated risk difference is 
f[R(oo, 8) - R(o9 , 8)]g(8)v(d0) 
= J J < Q(·lx) - Q9 (·1x),Q(·lx) - Qg(·lx) > Q9 (d8lx)M9 (dx) {by the proof of PROPOSITION 2.2.3,) 
= J[< Q(·lx) - Q9 (·1x), Q(·lx) - Qg(·lx) >]M9 (dx) 
=:; k J IIQ(-lx) - Q9 (·1x)ll2 M9 (dx) (by {10.)) 
The proof is now complete. <> 
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2.5 Upper Bound of Integrated Squared Variation Dis-
tance 
For quadratically regular problems, we are trying to find an upper bound for 
l llQ(·lz) - Q9(·1z)ll2 M9 (dx). 
Therefore, if the inf of the bound is zero, then a-v-a of formal Bayes rule is 
achieved . Recall the equalities 
P(dxl8)v(d8) = Q(d8lx)M(dx) 
for improper prior v( d8) and 
P(dxl8)g(8)v(d8) = Qg(d8lx)Mg(dx) 
for the proper prior g(8)v(d8) . For any subset B ~ X, 
Mg (B) = Ie P(Bl8)g(8)v(d8) 
= Ia Ix Is(x)P(dxl8)g(8)v(d8) 
= Ix ls(x) Ia g(8)Q(d81x)M(dx) 
= Ix ls(x)mg(x)M(dx), 
where 
m9 (x) = la g(ll)Q(dOlx). 
Thus, mg is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Mg with respect to M and 
Mg(dx) = mg(x)M(dx). 
Rewrite (12) as 
g(8)Q(d8lx)M(dx) = mg(x)Qg(d8lx)M(dx) 
and let 
Bg = {xlO < mg(x) < +oo}. 
Note that B~ has Mg measure zero. Thus, 
Qg(dBlx) = { J!r~jQ(d8lx), x E Bg 
Q(d81x), x ~ Bg 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
is a version of the conditional distribution of 8 given x. Equivalently, except for 
a set of Mg measure zero, 
q(B, x) = { r:!ri), x E Bg 
1, x ~ Bg (14) 
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serves as a version of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Q g( ·Ix) with respect to 
Q(·lx). To derive an upper bound for the integrated squared variation distance, 
we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5.l[Eaton {1996)]. Let Z and Z be i.i.d. nonnegative random 
variables with finite mean µ. Then 
PROOF. 
(E[IZ - µ1]) 2 
$ 4µVar(VZ) 
= 2µE[VZ-v'Z]2. 
(E[IZ - µ1]) 2 
= (E[IVZ + vPIIVZ - vPID2 
$ E[IVZ + Jµl2]E[IVZ-v1il2] 
= E[Z + 2VZfo + µ]E[Z - 2VZfo + µ] 
= (2µ + 2fo,E[VZ])(2µ- 2fo,E[VZ]) 
= 4µ('1µ, + E[v'Z])(Jµ - E[v'Z]) 
= 4µ(µ - (E[v'Z])2) 
= 4µVar(VZ). 
The last equality is trivial. o 
Now we derive an upper bound for the integrated squared variation distance. 
PROPOSITION 2.5.2 [Eaton {1996)]. The following inequality holds: 
f x IIQ(·lx) - Qg(·lx)ll2 M9 (dx) 
$ 2 J J f ( Jg[e) - v'W1))2Q(d8lx)Q(d11lx)M(dx). 
PROOF. 
Since q(8, x) in {14) is a version of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Q9 (·1x) 
with respect to Q(·lx), by the property of variation distance, 
IIQ(·lx) - Qu(·lx)l12 = r/ 11 - q(8,x)IQ(d81x)]2 • 
For x E B9 , we have 
IIQ(·lx) - Qg(·lx)ll2 
= [J 11 - i!!ci> IQ(d8lx)]2 
= ( m
11
1(x) )2 [J 10(8) - m9 (x)IQ(d8lx)]2 • 
Now, apply LEMMA 2.5.1. By setting Z = g(8) and µ = J g(8)Q(d8lx) = 
m9 (x), we have 
IIQ(·lx) - Qg(·lx)ll2 
:5 4(m
11
1(x))2m9 (x)Var[Jg[e)lx] 
$ m9
2(x) ff ( Jg[e) - v'W1))2Q(d8lx)Q(d71lx). 
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Therefore, 
,& IIQ(·lx) - Q9 (·1x)ll 2 M9 (dx) 
= l,;t1 IIQ(·lx) - Q9 (·1x)ll 2m9 (x)M(dx) 
= 1B IIQ(·lx) - Q9 (·1x)ll 2m9 (x)M(dx) II ~ fs
11 
m
9
2(:i:) J J(y'g(8) - Jg(1,})2Q(dOlx)Q(d111x)m9 (x)M(dx) 
< 2 J J J( v'9(8) - Jg(1,})2Q(d0lx)Q(d11lx)M(dx). 
This ends the proof. <> 
2.6 The Transition Function 
Using the notation in (11), define R(dOl11) by 
R(d8l11) = L Q(dlljx)P(dxl17). (15) 
For each 77 E 0, R(·l11) is a probability measure on 0. For every measurable 
C ~ 0, R(CI·) is measurable. Thus, R(dBl11) is a transition function and is 
defined only in terms of the model P and the improper prior 11. For C ~ 0, 
R( Cl11) is the average ( over X) probability assigned to C by the formal posterior 
Q(·lx) when Xis sampled from P(·l11). 
Define a measure T(·, ·)one Xe by 
T(d0, d71) = R(d0l11)11(d11) 
= J x Q(d8lx)P(dxl11)v(d71) = J x Q(d0lx)Q(d11lx)M(dx). (16) 
Equation (16) shows that T is symmetric and has 11 as its marginals. Define 
A(h) by 
A(h) = ff (h(O) - h(71))2 R(d0111)v(d17) 
for h E £2(11), where 
L2(v) ={hi/ h2(0)v(d9) < +oo }. 
Also, set 
(17) 
V(C) = {h E L2(11)lh 2!: 0, h(9) 2!: 1 for 0 E C} (18) 
for each 11-proper set C. 
It is clear that if g E U(C), as defined on (3), then .jg E V(C). Therefore, 
the upper bound described on the previous section can be written as 
fx IIQ(·lx) - Q9 (·1x)ll 2 M9 (dx) 
~ 2 J J J ( v'9(8) - Jg(1,})2Q(d9lx)Q(d11lx)M(dx) 
= 2 ff ( v'9(8) - Jg(1,})2T(d0, d11) 
= 26.(Jg). 
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(19) 
THEOREM 2.6.1. If for each v-proper set C, 
inf A{h) = 0, 
hEV(C) 
then formal Bayes rules are a-v-a in quadratically regular problems. 
PROOF. 
Setting h = ..jg, the result follows from (9) and THEOREM 2.1.2. <> 
Because v is u finite, the following statement is true. 
{20) 
COROLLARY 2.6.2. Let {Cnln = 1,2, ... } be any collection of v-proper 
sets with Cn ~ Cn+i and LJ Cn = E>. If (20) holds for each Cn, then the 
conclusion of THEOREM 2.6.1 holds. 
PROOF. Use COROLLARY 2.1.3. <> 
PROPOSITION 2.6.3. Consider two u-finite improper prior distributions 
v and v1. Both the marginal measures M(dx) and M1(dx) are assumed to be 
u-finite. Suppose that 
V1 (d0) = </>(0)v(d0), 
where </>(8) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of v1 with respect to v. Assume 
</>(0) is bounded above by a constant c2. Let A{h) be given by {17) when the 
improper prior is v and let A 1{h) be given by {17) when the improper prior is 
V1. 
If there exists a constant c1 > 0 such that for all B ~ X 
then, 
for h E V(C). 
-PROOF. 
2 
A1 {h) :5 c2 A(h) 
C1 
{21) 
Since both M(dx) and M1(dx) are u-finite and {21) holds for all B, M is 
dominated by M1 ; that is, whenever M1{B) = 0 for B, it implies M(B) = 0. 
Hence there exists m1 (x), the Radon-Nikodym derivative of M with respect to 
M1 , such that 
and 
Then, 
M(dx) = m1 (x)M1 (dx). 
Qi (d0lx)M(dx) 
= m1 (x)Q1 (d0lx)M1 (dx) 
= m1 (x)P(dxl0)v1 (d0) 
= m1 (x)cp(0)P(dxl8)v(d0) 
= m1 (x)</>(8)Q(d8lx)M(dx). 
Therefore, for every C ~ E> and x, 
j Ic(6)Q1 (di/Ix) = j Ic(6)m1 (x)q>(6)Q(dlllx) 
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~ c2 j Ic(8)Q(d8lx). 
C1 
Next, 
j Io(8)R1 (d8l11) = j Io(8) j Q, (d8lx)P(dxl11) 
~ c2 j Ic(8) j Q(d8lx)P(dxl11) = c2 j Ic(8)R(d811J). 
C1 C1 
So, 
~1 (h) = j j (h(8) - h(11))2 R1 (d8l11)vi(d11) 
:5 ~ j j(h(8) - h(11))2 R(d8l11)v(d11) = ~ ~(h).<> 
Ct Ct 
Thus, when (20) holds for v, it holds for v1. 
2. 7 A Decomposition of Parameter Space 
Given a parametric model, it is sometimes convenient to write the parameter 
space as 0 = 0 1 x 0 2 , and consider the two component spaces separately. For 
example, for a one-dimensional normal distribution with unknow~ mean and 
unknown variance, N(µ,u2), the parameter space is 0 = (-oo,+oo) x (O,+oo), 
(µ,u) E 9. Then 0 1 = (-oo,+oo) and 02 = [0,+oo). Another example is the 
following. When 8 E 0 = (0, +oo)", consider 181 = Lf=1 Bi and 8 = IBlu, where 
Bi is the ith coordinate of 8 and u is a point on the p-simplex (that is, 0 :5 Ui :5 1, 
and Lf=1 Ui = 1). In this example, 01 = (0, +oo) and 02 is the p-simplex. The 
reason for such reparameterization is that an improper prior distribution on 0 
can sometimes be decomposed into a proper part and an improper part. For 
quadratically regular problems, the upper bound of the integrated risk difference 
is related to the improper prior mainly via the improper part. We will make a 
few notational changes to be consistent with the results derived earlier in this 
section. 
Let .P(dxl-X) be a probability model on X and ii(d.X) beau-finite meausre on 
the parameter space e. Assume that e = 01 X 0 and let A= 1/l(u, 8) E 01 X 0. 
Consider an improper prior of the form 
ii(d.X) = e(dul8)v(d8) (22) 
where e(-18) is a probability distribution on 01 for each 8, and v is au-finite 
meausre on 0. By {22) we mean that 
~ f (.X)ii(dA) = f { f('l/J(u, O))e(dul8)v(d8) le lala1 
for all/~ 0. 
Assume the marginal measure 
M(dx) = J F(dxl-X)v(d.X) 
= ff .P(dxlu, O)e(dul8)v(d8) (23) 
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is u-finite on X. Thus the formal posterior is Q(du, d0) where 
.P(dxlu, O)e(dul0)v(d0) = Q(du, d0lx)M(dx). {24) 
The marginal probability distributions on 0 1 and 0 obtained from Q are de-
noted by Q*(dulx) and Q(d0lx), respectively. That is, 
and 
Q*(dulx) = la Q(du, d0lx) 
Q(d0lx) = f Q(du, d0lx). lei (25) 
Let U, U(C) be the same sets defined in {2) and (3). Each g E U induces a 
finite measure 
ii9 (du, d0) = g(B)e(dul8)v(d8). 
on 0 1 x 0. In turn, this induces a finite marginal measure M9 (dx) on X, a 
conditional distribution Q9 (du, dBlx) on 01 x 0, and two marginals Q;(dulx) 
on 01 and Qg(d01x) on 0. 
Recall that a decision problem is quadratically regular for model .P and prior 
ii if the integrated risk difference is bounded by a non-negative constant times 
L IIQ(·lx) - Q9 (·1x)ll2 M9 (dx) 
for all g EU. By {19), this quantity is bounded above by 
2 / / / j(vu{9)-v'u[ri))2T(du1,d0,du2,dTJ) 
where 
i'(du,,d8,du2,d11) = L Q(du,,d8lx)Q(du2,d11lx)M(dx). 
Now, let 
T(d8, dq) = L Q(d8lx)Q(d11lx)M(dx). (26) 
It should be clear that Tis obtained from T by integrating out u1 and u2 , since 
fe fe T(du1, dB, du2,dTJ) 1 1 _ _ 
Therefore, 
= J x fe1 J 81 Q(du1, d8lx)Q(du2, d17lx)M(dx) 
= fx Q(d8lx)Q(d11lx)M(dx) 
= T(d8, dTJ). 
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Given model P and improper prior ii , consider the new probability model 
P(dxl8) obtained from 
P(dxl8) = f i>(dxlu, 8){(dul8). lei 
This new probability model P now has parameter space 0. The marginal mea-
sure is 
M(d:t) = la P(d:tl8)v(d/i) 
which is clearly the same as in (23). The formal posterior Q(d8lx) is also the 
same as in (25), as one would expect. That is 
P(dxl8)v(d8) = Q(d8lx)M(dx); 
this relation can be seen from (24). So we can form the transition function R 
as before: 
R(d8l11) = L Q(dlilx)P(d:tl11)-
Thus the T defined in (26) is actually 
T(d0, dr,) 
= f Q(d81x)Q(dr,lx)M(dx) 
= fx Q(d8lx)P(dxl11)v(dr,) 
= R(dBlr,)v(dr,). 
Now we reach the conclusion: 
THEOREM 2.7.1. Consider a model i>(dxlu,6) and an improper prior 
ii(du, dB) = {(dul8)v(d0), where {(·IB) is a probability distribution on 0 1 for 
each 8, and vis au-finite measure one. 
H for each v-proper set C ~ e, 
inf A(h) = 0, 
hEV(C) 
then formal Bayes rules are a-v-a {also, a-ii-a) for quadratically regular prob-
lems. Here, V(C) and A(h) are defined as in (18) and (17), respectively. 
PROOF. 
The key to the proof is that 
L 11¢(-lx) - Q9 (·1x)ll2 M(d:t) ~ 2A(Jg). 
The rest is just an analogue of THEOREM 2.6.1. <> 
One should notice that the contribution of {(·18) is only through the calcu-
lation of the new model 
P(dxlB) = { i>(dxlu, B)e(dulB). lei 
After that, the admissibility condition does not require further consideration of 
e. 
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2.8 Prediction 
The Bayesian solution to a prediction problem is just the conditional distrution 
of the variable to be predicted given the observed data. This distribution is 
called the predictive distribution (see Geisser (1993)). In the decision theory 
framework, the predictive distribution is an action if the action space is the set of 
all probability distributions on the sample space of the variable to be predicted. 
Hence we can formulate the prediction problem as a fair Bayes decision problem 
such that the Bayes rule is just the predictive distribution. 
Let X E X be the observed data, Z E Z be the variable to be predicted, 
and (J E e be the unknown parameter. Assume the joint probability model of 
(X, Z) given (J is completely known and written 
P(dxlz, 8)S(dzl8) = H(dzlx, 8)P(dxl8), (27) 
where .P(·lz, 8) is the conditional distribution of X given z and 8, and S(-10) is 
the conditional distribution of Z given 8. Similar definitions are applied to H 
and P. The following relations hold from (27): 
P(dxl8) = l .P(dxlz,8)S(dzl0) 
and 
S(dzl6) = L H(dzlx,6)P(dxl6). 
Note that when X and Z are conditionally independent given (J, then P(dxl8) = 
.P(dxlz, 8) and S(dzl8) = H(dzlx, 8). This is the case for some regression mod-
els. But it is generally not true for time series models. 
Let v be a o--finite improper prior distribution of 8 one. Then 
v(dz, d0) = S(dzl8)v(d0) 
defines a o--finite measure on Z x 0. The marginal measure of X on X, 
M(dx) = ~ J 8 .P(dxlz, 8)v(dz, d8) 
= Je P(dxl8)v(d8) 
is assumed to be o--finite. Now we can adopt the notation from the previous 
section with z E Z replacing u E 01 and S(dzl8) replacing {(dul8). Using the 
previous notation, 
and for each g EU, 
.P(dxlz, 8)v(dz, d(J) = Q(dz, d8lx)M(dx) 
Q*(dzlx) = fe9(dz,d81x) 
Q(d8lx) = fz Q(dz, d8lx); 
v9 (dz, d8) = g(8)S(dzl8)v(d8) 
.P(dxlz, 8)v9 (dz, d8) = Q9 (dz, d8lx)M9 (dx) 
Q;(dzlx) = J 8 Qg(dz, d8lx) 
Q9 (d8lx) = fz Q9 (dz, d8lx). 
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where Q;(dzlx) is by definition the predictive distribution for prior g(8)v(d8) 
and the corresponding Q*(dzlx) is the formal predictive distribution for the 
improper prior v(d8). 
Given the above model, consider a decision problem with action space Mi ( Z), 
the set of all probability measures on Z. We now describe a class of loss func-
tions for the prediction problem. 
Let K(zi, z2, x) be a bounded real valud function on Z x Z x X. It is assumed 
that for each x, 
and ff K(zi, z2, x){(dz1){(dz2) ~ 0 
for all bounded signed measures e on Z. Thus for each x, 
defines a bilinear form and is symmetric and non-negative definite. The depen-
dence of<·,·> on xis suppressed notationally. 
Define loss functions Li and L2 by 
Li(a,z,x) =< a- fz,a - €z > 
and 
L2(a,8,x) =< a - H(·lx,8),a - H(·lx,8) >, 
where a E Mi(Z) and €z is a point mass at z. The construction of the loss 
functions is similar to that in EXAMPLE 2.2.2. The loss function Li is more 
appropriate when Z is some unknown constant and the problem is to predict 
the value of Z. However, if Z is the future value of some random quantity which 
we do not know, then L2 is more appropriate, since H(·lx, 8) is the distribution 
we would use to predict Z if x and 8 are known. 
For a decision rule f,(-lx) E Mi(Z), let R(f,,8) denote the risk function of r,, 
where 
R(tS, 8) = L l L(f,, 8, x, z).P(dxlz, 8)S(dzl8). 
PROPOSITION 2.8.l[Eaton (1986)]. Given any proper prior distribution 
g(8)v(d8), the Bayes rule for the decision problem with loss function Li or L2 
is the predictive distribution Q;(-lx). That is 
i~f / Ri(,5,8)g(8)v(dll) = f R,(Q;,8)g(8)v(dll), 
where i = 1, 2. 
PROOF. 
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The proof is given first for L2 • It suffices to show that for any decision rule 
8(·1x) E Mi(Z), 
la l L2(6, (), x)Q9 (dz, d9lx) ~ la l L2(Q;(-lx), 9,x)Q9 (dz, d91x). 
The bilinear form yields that 
<a-H,a-H> = <a-Q;,a-Q;>+2<a-Q;,Q;-H> 
+ < Q; - H, Q; - H > 
> 2 < 8-Q;,Q;-H > + < Q;-H,Q;-H >. 
Therefore, the posterior risk is 
fe J z L2(8, 8, x)Q9 (dz, d81x) 
= fe L2(8, 8, x)Qg(d8lx) 
= fe < 8(-lx) - H(·l8, x), 8(·1x) - H(·l8, x) > Q9 (d8lx) 
~ fe 2 < 8(·1x) - Q;(·lx), Q;(·lx) - H(·l8,x) > Qg(d8lx) 
+ fe < Q;(·lx) - H(·l8,x),Q;(·lx) - H(·l8,x) > Q9 (d8lx) 
= fe < Q;(·lx) - H(·l8,x),Q;(·lx) - H(·l8,x) > Q9 (d8lx) 
The last equality follows from the fact that 
la 2 < 6(-lx) - Q;(-lx),Q;(-lx) - H(-19,x) > Q9 (d9lx) = 0 
since la H(-l9,x)Q9 (dlllx) = Q;(-lx). 
For loss function L1 , the proof is similar to that given above. Using the 
identity la l €z(·)Qg(dz,d8lx) = Q;(·lx), 
we have 
fz 2 < 8(·1x) - Q;(·lx), Q;(-lx) - €z(·) > Q;(dzlx) = 0. 
So the posterior risk is 
fe J z L1 (8, z)Qg(dz, d8lx) 
= fz < O(·lx) - €z(·),8(·1x) - €z(·) > Q;(dzlx) 
~ J z 2 < 8(-lx) - Q;(·lx), Q;(·lx) - €z(·) > Q;(dzlx) 
+ fz < Q;(·lx) - €z(·), Q;(·lx) - €z0 > Q;(dzlx) 
= fz < Q;(·lx) - €z(·), Q;(·lx) - €z(·) > Q;(dzlx). 
This completes the proof. ¢ 
The following Corollary follows directly from the above proof: 
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COROLLARY 2.8.2. Given a proper prior g(8)v(d8) and a decision rule 
o (·Ix) E M 1 ( Z), the integrated risk difference under both loss functions L1 and 
L2 is la [R(O, 9) - R(Q;, 9)]g(9)v(d9) 
=III< o(·lx) -Q;(·lx),o(·lx) - Q;(·lx) > Qg(dz,d8lx)Mg(dx). 
DEFINITION 2.8.3. A decision problem for prediction is quadratically 
regular if there exists a non-negative constant K such that, for each g EU, 
J0 [R(Q*,8) - R(Q;,e)]g(8)v(d8) ~ K J x IIQ(·lx) - Qg(·lx)ll 2 M 9 (dx), 
where II · II denotes the variation distance. 
PROPOSITION 2.8.4. The above prediction problem with loss function 
L1 or L2 is quadratically regular. 
PROOF. 
The proof is straight forward: 
J0 [R(Q*, 8) - R(Q;, 8)]g(8)v(d9) _ 
= J J J < Q*(·lx) - Q;(·lx),Q*(·lx) -Q;(·lx) > Q9 (dz,d9lx)M9 (dx) 
= J < Q*(·lx) - Q;(·lx), Q*(·lx) - Q;(-lx) > M 9 (dx) 
~ K J IIQ*(·lx) - Q;(-lx)ll 2 M9 (dx) 
~ K J IIQ(·lx) - Q*(·lx)ll 2 M 9 (dx), 
where K is an upper bound for IK(z1,z2,x)I- The last inequality comes from 
the fact that 
IIQ*(·lx) - Q;(-lx)II = 2supscz IQ*(Blx) - Q;(Blx)I 
= 2 sups~z IQ(B x 0lx) - Qg(B x 0lx)I 
~ 2supB~z cce IQ(B x Clx) - Qg(B x Clx)I 
= IICJ(·lx) -· Q{·lx)II-
This completes the proof. <> 
One can see that in the formulation of prediction problems, S(dzl9) plays 
the role of {(dul9) in Section 2.7. The following theorem is an analogue of 
THEOREM 2.7.1. 
THEOREM 2.8.5[Eaton (1992)]. For quadratically regular prediction prob-
lems, if 
inf ~(h) = 0 
hEV(C) (28) 
for each v-proper C ~ 0, then the formal predictive distribution is a-v-a. o 
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3 The Markov Chain Connection 
3.1 Introduction 
The goal of this section is to describe the connections between 6.(h) defined in 
equation (17) and 0-valued Markov chains. The connections were established in 
Eaton (1992). In section two, we have shown that for all quadratically regular 
problems, a sufficient condition for a-v-a of formal Bayes rules is 
inf 6.(h) = 0 
hEV(C) 
for each v-proper C. It is clear that h* = 1 yields 6.(h*) = 0. But h* is not in 
V ( C), not even in L2 ( v). The inf of 6. ( h) is typically not achieved by functions 
in V(C). However, if we can find minimizers of 6.(h) over some other classes, it 
may give us information about finding inf 6.(h) over V(C). Let K be av-proper 
subset of 0 such that C ~ K. Define 
V(C, K) = {h E V(C)lh(0) = 0 for 0 E Kc}. (29) 
We will first characterize the minimizer of 6.(h) over V(C, K) and then find 
inf 6.(h) over V(C). The rest of this section contains the details. 
3.2 Symmetric Markov Chains 
Let ( 0, B) be a Polish space and R( ·I·) defined on B x 0 be a transition function. 
The discrete time Markove chain defined by R( · lw) with initial state w is denoted 
by W = (Wo = w, W1 , W2 , ••• ) on the infinite product space ( 0 00 , 8 00 ). Here 
Wi+t has distribution (given Wi) R(·IWi), i = 0, 1, .... The probability measure 
for Wis denoted by S(·IWo = w). 
DEFINITION 3.2.l[Eaton (1992)]. Let v be a non-zero u-finite measure 
on (0, B). A Markov chain with transition function R is v symmetric if the 
measure 
T(dw1,dw2) = R(dw1lw2)11(dw2) 
is symmetric on (0 x 9, Bx B). 
Remark. In section two, the transition function R(d0111) = J Q(d0lx)P(dxl11) 
defined in terms of the model and the formal posterior of course gives a v 
symmetric 0-valued Markov chain. But in most of what follows, the transition 
functions need not be of this form. 
For the Markov chains discussed in this section, all are assumed to be v 
symmetric. 
3.3 Bilinear Forms 
Let L2 ( v) be the set of all v-square integrable functions. The standard bilinear 
form (·, ·) on L2(11) is given by 
(h1, h2) = / h1(w)h2(w)v(dw). 
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Define a linear transformation R : L2 ( v) --t ¼ ( v) by 
(Rh)(w) = j h(wi)R(dw1lw). 
Apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the symmetry of T to see 
J ( (Rh) ( w ))2 v( dw) 
= J(J h(w1)R(dw1lw))2v(dw) 
~ J J h2(w1)R(dw1lw)v(dw) 
= J J h2(w1)R(dwlw1)v(dwi) 
= J h2(w1)v(dwi) . 
< oo. 
This shows that (Rh)(w) E L2(v) . It is also easy to verify that, for h1, h2 E 
L2(v), 
is well defined and 
Again, by Cauchy-Schwarz, 
I// h1(w1)h2(w2)T(dw1,dw2)12 ~ j h~(w)v(dw) j h~(w)v(dw) 
for h1 , h2 E L2(v). Thus, the bilinear form « ·, · » defined by 
« h1,h2 » 
= (h1,h2) - (h1,Rh2) 
= (h1, (I - R)h2) 
= J h1(w)h2(w)v(dw) - J J h1(wi)h2(w2)T(dw1,dw2) 
is symmetric and non-negative definite. Here, I is the identity transformation. 
We can write 
D.(h) = J f(h(w1) - h(w2))2T(dw1, dw2) 
= 2f h2(w)v(dw) - 2f J h(w1)h(w2)T(dw1,dw2) (30) 
= 2 « h,h » 
for h E L2(v). Now we will characterize the minimizers of « h, h » over 
h E V(C,K). 
3.4 Stopping Times 
For v-proper sets C and K such that C ~ K, introduce the following two 
stopping times for a v symmetric Markov chain: 
r = { first n ~ 0, such that Wn E Cu Kc, 
+oo, Wn ~ Cu Kc for all n ~ 0, 
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u _ { first n ~ 1, such that Wn EC U Kc, 
- +oo, Wn ~ Gu Kc for all n ~ 1. 
Let B-r = { r < +oo} and Bu = { u < +oo}. Start the chain at Wo = w and let 
ho ( w) be the probability that the chain stops in C (hits C before Kc). That is, 
ho(w) = S[(W-r e C) n B-rlWo = w]. 
Note that if the chain starts at W0 = w E cc n K, then r :/; 0 and therefore 
r = u and W-r = Wu. It is now clear that 
{ 
1, 
ho(w) = 0, 
S[(Wu e C) n BulWo = w], 
if w EC, 
if w E Kc, 
ifw E ccnK. 
So ho is in V(G, K). 
LEMMA 3.4.l[Eaton (1992)], 
(Rho)(w) = S[(Wu EC) n BulWo = w]. 
PROOF. 
By the Markov property, 
S[(Wu e C) n BulWo = w] 
= J S[(Wu EC) nBulW1 = w1, Wo = w]R(dwilw) 
= J S[(Wu EC) n BulW1 = w1]R(dw1lw) 
= J S[(W-r e C) n B-rlWo = w1]R(dw1 lw) 
= J ho(wi)R(dw1 lw) 
= (Rho)(w).<> 
It should be observed that for w E cc n K, (Rho)( w) = ho ( w). 
THEOREM 3.4.2[Eaton (1992)]. For av-symmetric Markov chain W,. 
inf ~(h) = 2 « ho, ho» 
hEV(C,K) 
and 
« ho, ho » = J 0 (1 - S[(Wu EC) n BulWo = w])v(dw). 
PROOF. 
Leth be a function in V(G, K) and set <p = h - h0 • Then, 
</J(w) ~ 0 for all w E C, 
</J(w) = 0 for all w E Kc. 
Now, observe that 
« h,h » = « </J+ ho,</J+ ho» 
= « <p, </J » + « ho, ho » +2 « <p, ho » 
~ « ho,ho » +2 « </J,ho ». 
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Next, 
« <J,, ho» = (<I>, (I - R)ho) 
= J <J,(w)(ho(w) - (Rho)(w))v(dw) 
= Uc+ JKc + fccnK)<J,(w)(ho(w) - (Rho)(w))v(dw) 
> 0. 
The inequality follows from the facts: 
(i) <J,(w) = 0 for all w E Kc, 
(ii) (Rh0)(w) = h0 (w) for all w E cc n K, 
(iii) <J,(w) ~ 0, ho(w) = 1 for all w EC and Rho E [0, I]. 
The first part of the theorem is now proved. The proof of the second part is 
straight forward: 
« ho, ho» 
= (ho, (I - R)ho) 
= Uc+ f Kc+ fccnK)ho(w)(ho(w) - (Rho)(w))v(dw) 
= fc ho(w)(ho(w) - (Rho)(w))v(dw) 
= J c(I - S[(Wa- E C) n Ba-lWo = w])v(dw).o 
3.5 Local v Recurrence 
DEFINITION 3.5.l[Eaton (1992)]. The Markov chain Wis locally v recurrent 
(1-v-r) if for each v-proper C, the set 
{w E CIS[Wn EC for some n ~ llWo = w] < 1} (31) 
has v measure zero. 
In words, this means that given a chain starts in C, it returns to C with 
probability one except for a v-null set. 
For each v-proper C, let {Knln = 1, 2, ... } be a sequence of v-proper sets 
such that C ~ K1, Kn ~ Kn+I, and LJ Kn = 0. Applying THEOREM 3.4.2, 
inf « h,h » = « hn,hn » 
hEV(C,Kn) 
= fc (1 - S[(Wa-" E C) n Bun IWo = w])v(dw). 
Here, hn, Un and Btr" are the analogues of ho, u and Btr, respectively. 
Define a new stopping time 
u _ { first n ~ 1, such that Wn E C, 
c - +oo, Wn (# C for all n ~ 1. 
THEOREM 3.5.2. 
lim « hn, hn » = (c(l - S[uc < +oolWo = w])v(dw). 
n-+oo Jc 
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PROOF. 
Let 
En = {Wun EC} n Bun, 
E = {uc < +oo}. 
In words, given any initial state, En is the set of paths which hit C before K~ 
(and stop in C), and Eis the set of paths which hit C eventually. 
Claim: En / E. 
Proof: It is clear that En ~ En+ 1 because, if v = (Vo, v1, ... ) E En, then 
Ve EnH since Kn~ Kn+I· 
To show U En = E, first observe that U En ~ E since En ~ E for each n. 
Second, consider a path v = (v0 , v1, ... ) e E. There exists j such that Vj e C 
and v1, ... , Vj-1 ¢ C. So there are Kni such that Vi¢ K;;i, i = 1, ... ,j -1. Let 
n = mruq~j-1 ni, then v E En. Hence E ~ U En. o 
Now, apply the dominated convergence theorem, 
« hn, hn » = f0 (1 - S[EnlWo = w])v(dw) 
= fe lc(w)(l - S[EnlWo = w])v(dw) 
D~T J 0 (1 - S[EIWo = w])v(dw), 
since the integrand is bounded by le and 11( C) < +oo. o 
THEOREM 3.5.3. 
inf « h,h » = lim « hn,hn ». 
hEV(C) n-+oo 
PROOF. 
First, since V(C, Kn)~ V(C) for all n, so 
inf « h, h » ~ inf « h, h » = « hn, hn » 
hEV(C) hEV(C,Kn) 
and 
inf « h, h » < lim « hn, hn ». (32) 
hEV(C) - n-+oo 
On the other hand, for any h E V(C), let Un= hlKn E V(C,Kn)- Hence, 
« Un, Un» ~ « hn, hn » (33) 
for each n. Further, by monotone convergence theorem , 
« Un,Un » 
= J u~(w)v(dw) - J J Un(wi)un(w2)R(dw1lw2)11(dw2) (34) 
-+ « h,h » 
since Un(w) /' h(w) and un(w1)un(w2) / h(w1)h(w2) . Thus, by {33) and 
{34), 
inf « h, h » > lim « hn, hn » . 
hEV(C) - n-+oo (35) 
The theorem is now proved by {32) and (35). o 
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THEOREM 3.5.4. For each 11-proper C, the following two statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) 
(ii) 
inf ~(h) = 0, 
hEV(C) 
S(Wn EC for some n 2:: llWo = w] = 1 
for all w EC except for a set of 11-measure zero. 
PROOF. 
The proof is obvious from THEOREMS 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 and the fact that 
~(h) = 2 « h,h ». 0 
Here comes the main theorem of this section: 
THEOREM 3.5.5. The chain W is l-11-r if and only if 
for each v-proper C. 
inf ~(h) = 0 
hEV(C) 
PROOF. It follows directly from THEOREM 3.5.4. <> 
(36) 
REMARK 3.5.6 It is not necessary to verify (36) for all 11-proper C to show 
Wis l-11-r. Condition (36) only need be verified for some increasing sequence of 
11-proper Gn, n = 1, 2, ... such that Gn /' 0. (See Eaton 1992, p.1177.) 
EXAMPLE 3.5.7. The connection with Markov chains has direct applica-
tions for ap-dimensional translation model P(dxlB) = f(x-~)dx, X = 0 = RP. 
Taking the improper prior to be Lebesgue measure in RP, v(d9) = dB, a routine 
calculation shows that the transition function is 
R(dBl11) = r(B - r,)d9. 
Here 
r(v) = r(-v) = j f (x - v)f (x)dx. 
Let Vi,½, ... be i.i.d. random vectors in RP with distribution r(v)dv. For 
Wo = T/ and i 2: 1, let 
i 
Wi=Wo+LV;-
i=I 
Then, 
W = (Wo, Wi, W2, .. . ) 
is a Markov chain with initial state Wo = TJ and transition function R(·I·). Thus, 
in this case the Markov chain is just a random walk on RP. The following results 
are known (see Feller (1966, p.579)): 
(i) For p = 1, if j lvlr(v)dv < +oo, 
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the Markov chain Won R1 is recurrent. 
(ii) For p = 2, if j llvll 2r(v)dv < +oo, 
then the Markov chain W on R2 is recurrent. 
(iii) For p ~ 3 , the chain W is never recurrent. 
Thus, the sufficient condition for a-v-a can be applied for one- and two-dimensional 
translation problems but not for p ~ 3. 
4 Criteria for the Recurrence of Nonnegative 
Markov Chains 
4.1 Introduction 
There are several criteria to detect the recurrence of Markov chains. For an 
irreducible Markov chain with countable state space and stationary transition 
probability matrix [Pij], one well-known criterion is the divergence of En Pt> 
for some state i (Karlin and Taylor (1975, p.66)). Some other criteria involve the 
existence and properties of solutions to systems of infinitely many linear equa-
tions (Karlin and Taylor (1975, pp.94-96)). Generally speaking, these criteria 
are difficult to apply unless the matrix [Pi;] has a rather special form. Some 
criteria for the recurrence of non-negative Markov chains were given in Lamperti 
(1960). These criteria are rather easy to apply but need strict assumptions such 
as bounded increments. 
Consider a Markov chain with transition function R(d8l11) in (15) which is 
defined in terms of a model and an improper prior. ff 0 = (0, oo) and the 
chain has bounded increments, we may apply Lamperti 's criterion to verify the 
recurrence of the chain and therefore establish admissibility for formal Bayes 
inferences. But in many cases, the assumption of bounded increments is not 
satisfied. We will provide another criterion for recurrence without this assump-
tion. 
Let (0, B) be a measurable space where 0 is Polish and Bis the Borel u-
algebra, and let R(·lw) be a transition function on (0,B). The discrete time 
Markov chain on ( 0 00 , 8 00 ) defined by R( · lw) with initial state W0 = w is 
denoted by W = (w, W1, W2, .. . ). Each Wi+l has distribution R(·IWi),i = 
0, 1, .... Given the initial state w, the conditional probability measure for W 
is denoted by S(·lw). These are general assumptions for the Markov chains 
discussed in this section. 
First, we adopt the definition of recurrence of sets from Tweedie (1976). 
DEFINITION 4.1.l[Tweedie (1976)]. A set CE Bis called strongly recur-
rent if 
S(Wn EC for some n ~ llw) = 1 (37) 
for all W0 = w. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1.2. To show a set O is strongly recurrent, it suffices 
to show that (37) holds for all w e cc. 
PROOF. 
S(Wn E O for some n ~ llw) 
= J S(Wn E O for some n ~ llW1 = w1, Wo = w)R(dwilw) 
IT w1 e O, {37) already holds. IT w1 e cc, then by the Markov property, 
S(Wn E O for some n ~ llW1 = w1, Wo = w) 
= S(Wn E O for some n ~ llWo = w1) 
for w1 E cc. Therefore, if 
S(Wn E O for some n ~ llWo = w) = 1 
for all w E cc, then 
S(Wn EC for some n ~ llw) 
= [JO + J cc]S(Wn E C for some n ~ llW1 = w1, Wo = w)R(dw1 lw) 
= R(Clw) + R(Cclw) 
= 1 
for all w. <> 
COROLLARY 4.1.3. It is clear that if C ~ D, C, De B, and C is strongly 
recurrent, then Dis strongly recurrent. <> 
Recall DEFINITION 3.2.1 that a Markov Chain with transition function R is 
v symmetric if the measure R(dulw)v(dw) is symmetric on (0 x 0, Bx B). Also 
recall DEFINITION 3.5.1 that a Markov Chain is locally v recurrent (1-v-r) if, 
for each v-proper C, (0 < v(C) < +oo), given the chain starts in C, it returns 
to C with probability one except for av-null set. 
THEOREM 4.1.4. Let v beau finite measure on (0, B) and W be av-
symmetric Markov chain. IT there exists a v-proper set C such that C is strongly 
recurrent, then the chain W is locally v-recurrent. 
PROOF. 
Let D = 0 \ C, so vis au-finite measure on the space (D, BD), where BD is 
the Borel u-algebra B restricted on D. Hence there exists a sequence of v-proper 
sets {Dnln = 1,2, ... } such that Dn ~ Dn+i, LJDn = D. 
Construct the sequence of v-proper sets {Onln = 1, 2, ... } by: 
01 = C, 
Cn+i = CUDn,n = 1,2, .... 
It is clear that On ~ Cn+i, and LJ On = 0. 
Since C is strongly recurrent and C ~ On, by COROLLARY 4.1.3, equation 
(37) holds for all On. Therefore, for each On, 
{w E CnlS(Wi E On for some i ~ llw) < 1} 
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has v-measure zero. (Indeed, it is empty.) Therefore, by applying THEOREM 
3.5.4, we have 
inf a(h) = 0 
hEV(Cn) 
for all Cn. Here, a(h) is defined as in equation (17). That is, 
a(h) = I I (h(B) - h(11))2 R(d8l11)v(d11) 
for h E L2(11), where 
L2(11) = {hi j h2(8)v(d8) < +oo}. 
Also,for each v-proper set C, V(C) is defined as in (18). That is, 
V(C) = {h E L2(v)lh ~ 0, h(0) ~ 1 for 8 EC} 
By THEOREM 3.5.5 and REMARK 3.5.6, this is equivalent to saying that the 
chain Wis locally v-recurrent. <> 
Lamperti's definition of recurrence for non-negative Markov chains can be 
expressed as follows: 
DEFINITION 4.1.5[Lamperti (1960)] Let W be a 11-symmetric Markov 
chain on [0, oo). The Markov chain Wis L-recurrent (with respect to v) if there 
exist 0 :5 r < +oo such that the set [0, r] with 0 < v([0, r]) < oo is strongly 
recurrent. 
It follows directly from THEOREM 4.1.4 that if a non-negative v symmetric 
Markov chain is L-recurrent, then it is locally v-recurrent. 
4.2 First Moment Criterion for Recurrence 
Because £-recurrence implies 1-v-r, the criteria for L-recurrence can be applied 
to 1-v-r and therefore a-v-a for formal Bayes rules. The principal tool used in 
the proof of the criteria for £-recurrence is the supermartingale convergence 
theorem which we will state first. 
DEFINITION 4.2.1 (see Billingsley (1986, p.484)). Let Yi, Y2 , ••• be a 
sequence of random variables on a probability space (Y, B, P), and let 81 , 82, ••• 
be a sequence of u-algebras contained in B. The sequence {(Yn, Bn) : n = 
1, 2, ... } is a supermartingale if the following four conditions hold: 
(i) Bn ~ Bn+I, 
( ii) Yn is Bn measurable, 
(iii) E(IYnl) < 00, 
(iv) with probability 1, 
E(Yn+IIBn) :5 Yn, 
THEOREM 4.2.2 (see Billingsley (1986, p.490)). Let {(Yn,Bn) : n = 
1, 2, ... } be a supermartingale. HK = supn E(IYnD < oo, then Yn ~ Y with 
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probability 1, where Y is a random variable satisfying E(jYI) ~ K. The set 
{ w E YIIY ( w) I < oo} has probability 1. 
COROLLARY 4.2.3. Every non-negative supermartingale converges with 
probability 1. 
PROOF. 
Since 
we have 
supE(IYnD ~ E(Y1), 
n 
The conclusion follows from THEOREM 4.2.2. o 
The following theorem is a variation of that in Lamperti (1960), (also see 
Tweedie (1976)). 
THEOREM 4.2.4[Lamperti (1960)). Let W be a 11-symmetric Markov 
chain on [O, oo) with the transition function R(·lw). Assume 
S(limsup Wn = oolw) = 1 (38) 
n-+oo 
for all w E (0, oo). If there exists 0 < M < oo such that (0, M] is 11-proper and 
j w1R(dw1lw) ~ w 
for all w > M, then the chain is .Ir recurrent. 
PROOF. 
By PROPOSITION 4.1.2, it suffices to show that 
S(Wn E [O, M] for some n ~ llw) = 1 
for all Wo = w > M. 
Define a stopping time r by 
T _ { first n ~ I such that Wn E [O, M), 
- +oo if Wn ¢ [O,M] for all n ~ 1. 
Form a new non-negative process {Yn}, n = 0, 1, 2, ... by Yn = WTAn, so 
Yo = Wo =w, 
Y. = { Wn+i, ifWo, ... ,Wn > M, 
n+l Yn, otherwise. 
(39) 
LEMMA 4.2.5. Let Bn be the Borel u-algebragenerated by {Wo = w, W1 , ... , Wn}, 
n = 0, 1, 2, .... Then { (Yn, Bn)} is a supermartingale with respect to the prob-
ability measure S(·lw) for all W0 = w > M. 
PROOF. 
It is clear that Bn ~ Bn+l and Yn is Bn measurable. 
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We need to show 
E(Yn+IIBn) ~ Yn a.s. S(·lw); 
that is, 
S(E(Yn+i IBn) ~ Ynlw) = 1 
for all w > M, n = 0, 1, ... . 
Define Gn = {Wo, ... , Wn > M}, so Gn is Bn measurable. Thus, 
E(Yn+l IBn) = E(lan Yn+l IBn) + E(la~ Yn+l IBn) 
= E(lan Wn+ilBn) + E(la~YnlBn) 
= lanE(Wn+ilBn) + la~ Yn. 
Note that 
E(Wn+IIBn) = E(Wn+ilWo, .. . , Wn) = E(Wn+ilWn)-
On Gn, we have Wn > M, so 
E(Wn+ilWn) = J W1R(dw1IWn) ~ Wn. 
Also note that on Gn, Yn = W n, hence 
E(Yn+ilBn) 
= lan E(Wn+l IBn) + la~ Yn 
< lan Wn + la~ Yn 
= lanYn + la~Yn 
= Yn 
The only condition that remains to verify is, for fixed Wo = w > M, 
E(IYnllWo = w) < oo for all n. 
(40) 
(41) 
This is now trivial because {Yn} is non-negative and Yo = Wo = w. Thus 
{ {Yn, Bn)} is a supermartingale. o 
Return to the proof of THEOREM 4.2.4. Since {Yn} is a non-negative su-
permartingale, by COROLLARY 4.2.3, there exists a random variable Y such 
that 
S(Yn --+ Ylw) = 1. 
The set {Y = oo} has S(·lw)-measure zero and E(YIWo = w) ~ w. 
HT= oo, Yn = Wn for all n. By assumption (38) , S{limsupn~oo Wn --+ 
oolw) = 1. H {Wn} converges, it must converge to oo. This can not be true 
since the set {Y = oo} has S(·lw)-measure zero. So the set {T = oo} has 
S(·lw)-measure zero. 
Therefore, Y is indeed WT a.s. S(·lw) and WT E [O, M]. Thus 
S(Wn E [O, M] for some n 2:: llw) = 1 
for all W0 = w > M. 
This ends the proof of THEOREM 4.2.4. o 
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4.3 Second Moment Criterion for Recurrence 
THEOREM 4.2.4 is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for L-recurrence of 
non-negative Markov chains. The following two theorems of L-recurrence were 
in Lamperti (1960). 
Consider a non-negative Markov chain with transition function R( ·I·). Let 
µk(w) = f (u - w)k R(dulw), k = 1, 2. 
Also, the notation, 
f(w) = O(g(w)) (w-+ oo) 
means that there exist constants a and A such that 
lf(w)I :5 Alg(w)I whenever a< w < oo. 
THEOREM 4.3.1 [Lamperti (1960)] Assume that the chain has bounded 
increments and 
(w-+ oo) (42) 
for some € > 0 . If 
(43) 
for some (J < 1 and all w sufficiently large, then the chain {Wn} is L-recurrent. 
For a proof, see Lamperti (1960). 
THEOREM 4.3.2[Lamperti (1960)). Assume 
(w-+ oo), 
and there exists a constant B such that 
/ I~ - wl2+E R(dulw) :5 B < oo 
for some f > 0. Then, if there is some g(w) such that 
µ1 (w) :5 µ~<::) + g(w) 
where 
g(w) = O(w-1- 6 ) (w-+ oo) 
for some /J > 0, the chain is L-recurrent. 
For a proof, see Lamperti (1960). 
The non-negative Markov chains which we will consider in applition of local 
v recurrence do not have the property of bounded increments or bounded 2 + f 
moments. We will provide another criterion of recurrence. 
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4.4 Third Moment Criterion for Recurrence 
THEOREM 4.4.1. Suppose av-symmetric Markov chain {Wn} on (0, oo) has 
the transition function R( · lw) and satisfies 
S{limsup Wn = oolw) = 1 
n--t-oo 
for all W0 = w E [O, oo). Also assume 
j lu - wl3 R(dulw) < oo for all w. 
Let 
µk(w) = j (u - wl R(dulw) 
k = 1,2,3. 
Assume the following two conditions : 
(i) 
there exist some f > 0 and some g1(w) = O(w-e) (w-+ oo) such that 
(44) 
(ii) 
there exist some 8 > 0 and some g2(w) = O(w1- 6) (w-+ oo) such that 
(45) 
Then the chain is £-recurrent (with respect to v). 
PROOF. 
Consider a new process {Yn} where 
Yn = f(Wn) = loglog(Wn + e), n = 0, 1, 2, .... 
This one-to-one continuous transformation of the state space preserves the 
Markov property and the property of being recurrent. Hence {Yn} is also a 
non-negative chain and satisfies 
S(limsup Yn = oolw) = 1 
n--t-oo 
for all Wo = w E [O, oo) and Yo = f (w). 
IT we show the £-recurrence of {Yn}, then {Wn} is £-recurrent. We need 
only to verify 
E(Y1 - YolYo = f(w)) ~ 0 
for large Yo ( and hence large w). 
STEP 1: for w ~ 0, 
f(w) = loglog(w + e) ~ 0 
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1 J'(w) - ----- > 0 
- ( w + e) log( w + e) 
J"(w) = log(w + e) + 1 < 0 (w + e)2 log2{w + e) 
f"'(w) = 2log2 (w + e) + 3log(w + e) + 2 > 0 (w + e)3 log3 (w + e) 
J<4>(w) = _ 6log3 (w + e) + 7log2 (w + e) + 12log(w + e) + 6 < 0 (w + e)4 log4{w + e) 
So, for fixed w 2:: 0 and u 2::: 0, 
f(u) = f(w)+ J'(w)(u-w)+ J"(w) (u - w)2 + J"'(w) (u - w)3 + J<4>(y) (u - w)4 
2 6 24 
(u - w)2 (u - w)3 
:5 f(w) + f'(w)(u - w) + J"(w) 2 + !"'(w) 6 
where ii is between w and u. 
STEP 2: 
E(Y1 - YolYo = f(w)) 
= j [f(u) - f(w)]R(dulw) 
J (u - w)2 (u - w)3 :5 [f'(w)(u - w) + J"(w) 2 + f"'(w) 6 ]R(dulw) 
= J'(w)µ1 (w) + J"(w)µ2(w) + J"'(w)µa(w) 
2 6 
µ1 (w) µ2(w) log(w + e) + 1 
=-,__,;._...;.....;..... __ 
(w + e) log(w + e) - -2- (w + e)2 Iog2 (w + e) 
µ3(w) 2log2 (w + e) + 3log(w + e) + 2 
+ 6 (w + e)3 log3(w + e) 
Under conditions (44) and (45), 
E(Y1 - YolYo = f(w)) 
< µ2(w) {..!:. + 91(w) _ log(w + e) + 1 
- 2(w+e)log(w+e) w w (w+e)log(w+e) 
( ) 21og
2 (w + e) + 3log(w + e) + 2} +92w-~---.:..-~~-~-(w + e)2 log2(w + e) 
_ µ2 ( W) { ( ) + 91 ( W) + ( ) } 
. - 2{w + e) log(w + e) 9 w --;- 93 w 
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where 
(i) 
1 log( w + e) + 1 
9 (w) =:; - (w + e) log(w + e) 
= e log( w + e) - w = 0 1 ) 
w(w + e) log(w + e) (w logw (w ~ oo), 
(ii) 
(w ~ oo), 
and (iii) 
( ) ( ) 2 log
2 ( w + e) + 3 log( w + e) + 2 
93 w =92 w -2 (w + e)2 lo!; (w + e) 
= O(w-1-cS) 
Now, 9(w) < 0 for all large w, 
(w ~ oo). 
and 
So 
~ 
lim _w_ =0, 
w-+oo 9(w) 
lim 9a(w) = O. 
w-+oo 9(w) 
g(w) + 91(w) + ga(w) 
w 
{ 
91Lw) 9s(w)} 
= 9(w) 1 + g(w) + 9(w) 
is negative when w is sufficiently large. Hence we have 
E(Y1 - YolYo = f (w)) :5 0 
for all large Yo (and therefore all large w). Applying THEOREM 4.2.4, the chain 
{Yn} is £-recurrent. Thus {Wn} is £-recurrent. This completes the proof. o 
The non-negative Markov chains which we will discuss in chapter five do 
not have the property of bounded increments, nor the bounded 2 + emoments 
of increments. Hence Lamperti's second moment criteria for recurrence do not 
apply. However, we may apply THEOREM 4.4.1 to verify the recurrence. One 
only needs to calculate µk ( w), k = 1, 2, 3, and then find suitable 91 ( w) and 
g2(w). This improves Lamperti's criteria which assumed bounded increments 
or bounded 2 + e moments of increments of the chains. 
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5 Applications 
5 .1 Introduction 
Suppose that X 1 , X2 , ••• , Xp are independent random variables and each Xi has 
a Poisson distribution with parameter Ai, i = 1, ... ,p. Let XE zi, A E (0, oo)P 
denote the random vector and the parameter vector, respectively. We say that 
X has a multivariate Poisson distribution with parameter vector A. By letting 
A = (Ju where (J = E Ai and u is a point on the p-simplex, we decompose the 
parameter space [0, oo )P into (0, oo) and the p-simplex. Let 0 = [0, oo )P, 01 be 
the p-simplex, 0 = (0, oo), and ii(d.X) be au-finite improper prior distribution 
on 0. Suppose 
ii(dA) = {(dul8)v(d8) (46) 
where {(·18) is a probability distribution on 01 for each 8, and v is au-finite 
meausre on 0. By ( 46) we mean that 
( f (A)ii(d.X) = { { f (8u){(dul8)v(d8) le lele1 
for all/~ 0. 
By THEOREM 2.7.1 and THEOREM 3.5.5, the a-v-a conditions may be ver-
ified via the recurrence of the non-negative Markov chain generated from the 
model and the improper prior. One of the topics in this section is to find con-
ditions on improper priors of the form w(E Ai)d,\ for the multivariate Poisson 
distribution which implies that the formal Bayes inferences are almost admissi-
ble. 
For the multivariate normal distribution with unknown mean vectorµ and 
identity covariance matrix Ip, consider improper prior distributions forµ of the 
form w(llµll 2 )dµ where 11µ11 is the usual Euclidean norm. Let 11µ11 2 = 8, µ = ../Ov 
so v is a unit vector in RP, llvll2 = 1. In this case the parameter space RP is 
decomposed into [O, oo) and the unit sphere in RP. We will find conditions on 
7r which implies the a-v-a of formal Bayes inferences. It turns out that the 
conditions on the improper priors for a multivariate normal distribution are 
closely related to those for a multivariate Poisson distribution. 
5.2 Multivariate Poisson 
Suppose that X has a p-dimensional multivariate Poisson distribution with pa-
rameter vector A. The probability function of X is 
e- E~ 1 ~i rrp \Zi •= i=l Ai 
ITP x·' i=l i• 
Consider an improper prior distribution 
p 
ii(dA) = 1r(L Ai)dA 
1 
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where dA is Lebesgue measure in (0, oo )P. Note that Op has ii-measure zero. For 
A ~ Op, make a change of variables as follows: 
A= fJu, 
where 
i=l 
u = ""p . 
L..Ji=l Ai 
Here, fJ E (0, oo) and u is a point on the p-simplex. 
LEMMA 5.2.1. For p ~ 2 and for all j(A) ~ 0, 
( f(J..)1r(f, J..;)d).. = ( ~ 1)' f.00 [ f (fJu)'rr(O)(}P-l ep(du)d(} 
l[o,oo)P i=l P · o lei 
where 0 1 is the p-simplex and 
f f(u)ep(du) = (p - 1)! lei 
p-1 
x J ··· J J((u1, ... ,Up-1,l- ~ui)')du1 ···dup-1· 
i=l 
(47) 
The ranges of these integrals are O :5 Ui :5 1, i = 1, ... ,P - 1, 0 :5 Ef::} Ui :5 1. 
PROOF. 
It suffices to show that the Jacobian is (}P-l for the change of variables 
where fJ = Ef=1 Ai. 
First, 
and 
For j = 1, ... , p - 1, 
p-1 
A= O(u1 1 , •• ,up-1,l- Lui) 
i=l 
8Ai . l 
oo=Ui1't= , ... ,p-1, 
8 p-1 Ap ""' B(} = 1 - L...J Ui. 
- = -8, 8Ai { O, 
8uj O, 
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i=l 
i =j, 
i =p, 
otherwise, 
since Ap = 0(1 - u1 - · · · - Up-1)- So, 
J = [8Ai, 8Ail 
8uj 8() i=l, ... ,p;j=l, ... ,p-1 
0 0 0 U1 
0 (} 0 U2 
= 
0 0 0 Up-1 
-8 -8 -0 Up 
where Up= 1- u1 - · · · - Up-I· Hence 
8 0 0 U1 
0 8 0 U2 
ldet(J)I ~ ldet 
0 0 8 Up-I 
0 0 0 0 1 
= 9p-1.<> 
Now, for p ~ 2, we can write the improper prior distribution 
Here, ep(du) is a probability measure on the p-simplex in the sense of (47) 
because la, e,(du) = (p-1)! /· .. /du, ···du,_,= 1, 
where O 5 Ui :5 1, i = 1, ... ,P - 1,0 5 "2:,f;; Ui :5 1. 
Without loss of generality, we assume 
For p = 1, define e1 (du) to be the point mass at u = 1. For p ~ 2, we write 
ep(du) = (p- l)!du1 · · • dup-1• 
The new probability model of X given 0 is P( dxl0) which has density with 
respect to the counting measure on z:, 
- (p- l)!e-00"2:,xi 
- TI Xi! 
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x j · · · j uf1 • • • u;~:11 (1- u1 - · · · - Up-1)xPdu1 · · · dup-1 
(p - 1)!e-0B~>i TI r(xi + 1) 
= TI xi! r(E xi+ p) 
(p- l)!e-0iE x; = -'---;....._ __ _ 
r(Exi + p) 
The u-finite improper prior of 8 E [0, oo) is 
v(diJ) = 1r(iJ)iJP-ldiJ. 
(48) 
Note that the point 8 = 0 has v-measure zero, v( {0}) = 0. 
Assume the marginal measure is u-finite so that the formal posterior Q(d8lx) 
exists. The transition function which generates the Markov chain is then 
R(d8l11) = f Q(d8lx).P(dxl11) 
= E11Q(d8lx), 
where the expectation is taken under .P(dxl77). We can apply THEOREM 4.2.4 
(first moment criterion) or THEOREM 4.4.1 (third moment criterion) to verify 
the recurrence property for this chain. 
Note that in (48), Y = E Xi is a sufficient statistic for the model .P(dxl8) 
by the factorization theorem. Hence the posterior Q(d8lx) depends on X only 
through Y = E Xi. But Y = E Xi has a univariate Poisson distribution with 
parameter 8. The transition function can be calculated alternatively via 
R(d8l11) = f Q(d8ly)P(dyl11) 
= E,,Q(d81y). 
Here, P(dyl11) is the univariate Poisson model and Q(·IY) is the induced formal 
posterior distribution when the improper prior is 1r(8)8P-1• 
To this end, one should notice that multivariate Poisson with improper 
prior 1r(E Ai)d.X and univariate Poisson with improper prior 1r(8)8P-1d8, where 
8 = E-Xi, yield exactly the same transition function R(d8l77). Hence we can 
reformulate our problem by assuming: 
Y "'Poi(8) 
with probability function 
The improper prior is 
e-0ev 
p(yl8) = -,-, y = 0, 1, 2, .... y. 
v(diJ) = 1r(8)iJP-ld8. 
The marginal measure of Y is assumed to be u-finite, so 
M(y) = J p(yl8)v(d8) 
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(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
= 2_ /.00 1r(8)e-6911+p-1d(J 
y! 0 
E (0, oo) for all y = 0, 1, .... 
The posterior distribution is 
Q(d(JI ) = p(yl9)v(d9) 
y M(y) 
1r(8)e-6(JY+P-ld(J 
= It 1r(t)e-tt11+1>-1dt' 
and the transition function is 
00 
R(d8l11) = L Q(d8ly)p(yl11) 
y=O 
_ -6-TJ [~ (871)Y ] ((})8P-1d(J 
- e ~ y! It 1r(t)e-tt11+1>-1dt 1r · 
(52) 
(53) 
We will formulate conditions on 1r and get the first three moments of R( · 177). 
H the conditions on THEOREM 4.4.1 are satisfied, the non-negative Markov 
chain generated by R(·l11) will be locally v-recurrent. The a-v-a for formal 
Bayes inference is then established. 
THEOREM 5.2.2. Assume that 1r(8) is almost everywhere differentible 
and there exist a constant a and a bounded function cp( 8) such that 
1r' (8)8 = (a+ cp(8))1r(8). 
The marginal measure of Y is assumed to be a-finite, so M(y) in (51) is in 
(0, oo ); that is, 
for all y = 0, 1, .... 
In addition, if 
and 
1r(8) = 0(8°) 
cp(8) = 0(8-1) 
(8-+ oo), 
(8-+ oo), 
{54) 
then, the Markov chain generated by R(·l7J) is 1-v-r for a ~ -p + 1 (provided 
that (54) holds). 
PROOF. 
Here is a sketch of the proof. Let µk(1J) = I (8-77)k R(d8l11), k = 1, 2, 3. The 
calculation in Appendix A.1 shows that 
µ1 (11) = P +a+ ,81 (77) 
µ2(11) = 277 + ,82(11) 
µ3(77) = 0(77) (77-+ oo) 
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where 
/31 (77) = 0(77-1 ) 
/32(11) = 0(1) 
(77--+ oo), 
(77--+ oo). 
Recall the conditions in THEOREM 4.4.1, 
µ,(11) '.', µ~~11\1 + g,(11)) 
for some 91 (77) = 0(77-E) (77--+ oo), e > 0 and 
µ3(77) '5 µ2(11) • 92('11) 
for some 92(11) = 0(771- 6) (11--+ oo) , 6 > 0. 
Pick g1 (77) = ,,,-E for any e > 0 and g2 (1J) = K where K is an upper bound of 
1µ3(77)/111 for large 77. Such a K exists because µ3(77) = 0(17) (77--+ oo). When 
a '5 -p + 1, the conditions in THEOREM 4.4.1 hold. Therefore the chain is 
1-v-r. <> 
COROLLARY 5.2.3. Given 1r(0) in THEOREM 5.2.2 , for any 1r"'(0) 
(whether differentiable or not), if there exist constants a, b, 0 < a < b < oo, 
such that 
a1r(0) ::; 1r"'(0) ::; b1r(0) 
for all 0, then 1r"'(0) also implies 1-v-r of the chain. 
PROOF. 
This is a direct application of PROPOSITION 2.6.3. 
EXAMPLE 5.2.4. Suppose X is univariate Poisson with parameter 0. 
Consider improper priors of the form v(d0) = 0°d0. The marginal measure 
M(dx) is u-finite if and only if a E (-1, +oo). So THEOREM 5.2.2 implies that 
a e (-1, O] yield a-v-a decision rules for quadratically regular problems. This 
range for a is consistent with that in Johnson (1991) and Eaton (1992). The 
range also coincides with that in Johnstone (1984), where the admissibility of 
formal Bayes estimators of 0 were considered. 
EXAMPLE 5.2.5. If Xis a multivariate Poisson with parameter vector.,\ 
and 1r(0) = (b + 0) 0 , where b ~ 0 is a constant and 0 = E Ai, 
If b > 0, then the marginal measure M(dx) is u-finite for all a e (-oo, +oo). 
THEOREM 5.2.2 implies that a e (-oo, -p + 1] yields a-v-a Bayes inferences. 
Note that if a< -p, the prior distribution 
v(d0) = (b + 0) 0 0P-1d0 < 00 
is a proper prior distrubution. 
If b = 0, then a must be greater than -p to insure the u-finiteness of M(dx). 
THEOREM 5.2.2 implies that a E (-p, -p + 1] yields a-v-a Bayes inferences. 
Note that as dimension p increases, the tail of 1r(0) becomes thinner and 
thinner. 
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5.3 Multivariate Normal 
Suppose a random vector X is from a multivariate normal distribution with 
mean vectorµ and identity covariance matrix Ip, X - N(µ, Ip), In the tradi-
tional estimation problem of estimating µ with quadratic loss, it is well known 
that the estimator Xis admissible for p = 1, 2, but not for p 2: 3. In fact, Stein 
(1956) showed that when p 2: 3, the estimators of the form (1-a/(b+ IIXll2))X 
dominate X for a sufficiently small and b sufficiently large. James and Stein 
(1961) sharpened the result and gave an explicit class of dominating estimators, 
(1 - a/llXll2)X for O <a< 2(p- 2), p 2: 3. Therefore the fiducial distribution 
µ - N(X, Ip), or equivalently, the formal Bayes inference under the improper 
prior Lebesgue measure dµ, is perhaps not so reasonable when p 2: 3. However, 
we may obtain admissible inferences by using improper prior distributions of 
certain forms. 
Consider X - N(µ, Ip) and an improper prior ii(dµ) oc 1r(llµll 2)dµ, where 
11µ11 is the length ofµ in Euclidean space RP. Let 0 = llµll2 and µ = ./ev, so v 
is a unit vector (a point on the unit sphere in RP) with llvll2 = 1. 
LEMMA 5.3.1. For p 2: 2 and for all/(µ) 2: 0, 
[ f(µ)1r(llµll 2 )dµ Jn,, 
= }_ F'° J. f(VBv) 1 . 1r(8)8i-1~p(dv)d8 
Cp lo 81 2..j1 - vr - .. · - v;_1 
where 0 1 is the unit sphere in RP and ~ 
la, f(v)e,(dv) = C,, J • • • J f((v1, ... , Vp-1, v,)') (55) 
1 
x -,=======dv1 · · · dvp-1, 2..j1 - vr - · · · - v;-1 
where vp is the pth coordinate of v satisfying v; = 1 - vr - · · · - v;_1 . The 
ranges of these integrals are O :5 v; :$ 1, i = 1, ... ,p-1, 0 :5 Ef::"f v; :$ 1. The 
constant satisfies 
.!._ = J ..· J 1 dv1 ·· ·dvp-1· 
Cp 2..j1 -vr - ... - v~-1 
PROOF. 
It suffices to show that the Jacobian is 
1 ot-1 
2..jl - Vf - "• - v;-1 
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for the change of variables 8 = 11µ11 2 andµ= -JOv, where we denote 
Vp = Sign(µp),Vl - vr - ''' - v:-1' 
First, 
8µi Vi . 89 = 2-18'1, = l, ... ,p. 
For j = 1, ... , p - 1, 
Now, 
= 
8µi = { 
avj 
-JO, 
--JOvj/Vp, 
0, 
i =j, 
i =p, 
otherwise. 
J _ [aµi aµi] 
- 88 I avj i=l, .. ,,p;j=l,, .. ,p-1 
-JO 0 
0 -JO 
0 0 
0 
0 
-JO 
--Jnvi/ vp --Jnv2 / Vp --JOVp-1/Vp 
Multiply ith row by Vi and then add up each row to the pth row, 
vr/2-JO -J8v1 0 
v~/2v9 0 ../Bv2 
0 
0 
1 
ldet(J)I = I Tif=i Vi det 
v:_if2-JO 0 0 
-JOvp-1 
v:/2Je --Jnv1 -../Bv2 --Jnvp-1 
vr/2./0 -J8v1 0 0 
v~/2./0 0 -J8v2 0 
v;_iJ2./0 0 0 -JOvp-1 
1/21'6 0 0 0 
= I 1 1 V8v1 .. · Vllvp-1 I 
Vt••• Vp 2-JO 
1 E. 1 
=-,======82- .o 
2 ,V 1 - vr - · · · - v;_ l 
With Cp being a normalized constant, 
{p(dv) = Cp dv1 .. · dvp-1 
2 J 1 - vr - ... - v;_l 
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is a probability measure on the unit sphere in RP. The range over v1 , ... , vp- l 
is O ::; v; ::; 1, and O ::; Ef::"f v; ::; 1. 
When p = 1, let e1 (dv) be a probability measure such that each of v = 1 or 
v = -1 has probability 1/2. 
Therefore, the parameter space RP is decomposed to the unit sphere in RP 
and [O, +oo). H the improper prior is 
it can be written as 
ii(dµ) = ep(dv)v(d9), 
i.e. J J(µ)ii(dµ) = J J J(v'Bv)ep(dv)v(d9) 
for all p = 1, 2, ... and J ~ 0. 
The improper part of the prior distribution is then 
v(d0) = 1r(8)(Jf-1d(J 
on [O, +oo). Also note that (J = 0 has v( {O}) = 0. 
Now we can consider the new probability model and check the recurrence 
conditions on the non-negative Markov chain generated by the transition func-
tion. 
For X - N(µ, Ip), the density of X (with respect to dx) is 
(-1-)Pe-½ll:i:-µll2. 
~ 
The new probability model for X given (J = 11µ11 2 has density with respect to 
Lebesgue measure: 
(56) 
The marginal measure of X is assumed to be u-finite. So the density (with 
respect to dx) is 
for x ERP. Note that M(x) is a function of llxll2 because the function M(x) is 
orthogonally invariant; that is 
M(x) = M(rx) for all r E Op, 
where Op is the set of all p x p orthogonal matrices. 
We need to introduce the non-central chi-squared distribution: 
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DEFINITION 5.3.2. Let X 17 X 2 , ••• ,Xp be independent N(µi, 1) random 
variables. Define Y = Ef=1 X'f to be a non-central x2 random variable with 
degrees of freedom p, and non-centrality parameter Ef=i µr. 
Therefore, (57) is calculated when 8 is distributed as a non-central x2 dis-
tribution with p degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter llxll2 , 
So, 
M(x) = CpEllxll2 [1r(8)], (58) 
where the expectation is taken under x;(llxll 2). 
The formal psoterior distribution is 
Q(d81 ) = J(xl8)1r(8)8i-1 dB x M(x) ' (59) 
and the transition function is 
R(d8l11) = j Q(d81x)f(xl8)dx. (60) 
So far, we are unable to get explicit forms of f(xl8), M(x), Q(d8lx), and R(d8l11). 
But in order to check the a-v-a conditions, we need only to get the first three 
moments of R( · 111). 
THEOREM 5.3.3. Assume that 1r(8) is almost everywhere differentible 
and there exist a constant a and a bounded function ip( 0) such that 
1r' (8)8 = (a+ ip(8))1r(8). 
The marginal measure of Xis assumed to be u-finite, so in (58), 
under 8 rv x;(llxll2). 
If, in addition, for all large 0, 
1r(8) = 0(0°') 
ip(0) = 0(0-1 ) 
(0 ~ oo), 
(0 ~ oo), 
(61) 
then, the Markov chain generated by R(·l11) is 1-v-r for a~ -p/2 + 1 (provided 
that (61) holds). 
One should notice that THEOREM 5.3.3 is almost exactly the same as THE-
OREM 5.2.2 for multiple Poisson distribution, except for the range of a. This is 
partly due to the fact that a non-central x2 distribution is a mixture of Poisson 
and x2 distribution. 
PROOF. 
Here is a sketch of the proof. The calculations are given in the Appendix. 
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Let µk(11) = J (0 - 11)k R(dOl11), k = 1, 2, 3. Under the assumptions, it can be 
shown that, 
µ1 (11) = 2p + 4a + ,81 (11) 
µ2(11) ·= 811 + ,B2(TJ) 
µ3(11) = 0(11) (11 -t oo) 
where 
/31 (11) = 0(11-1) 
/32(11) = 0(1) 
(11 -t 00 ), 
(11 -too). 
Pick 01(11) = 11-E for any f > 0 and 02(11) =Kin THEOREM 4.4.1 where K 
is an upper bound of 1µ3(11)/111 for large 11· Such a K exists because µ3(11) = 
0(11) (1J -too). When a :'.5 -p/2 + 1, the conditions in THEOREM 4.4.1 hold. 
Therefore the chain is 1-v-r. <> 
The following corollary is an analogue of COROLLARY 5.2.3. 
COROLLARY 5.3.4. Given 1r(O) in THEOREM 5.3.3. For any 1r*(O) 
( whether differentiable or not), if there exist constants a, b,O < a < b < oo 
, such that 
a1r(O) :'.5 1r*(O) :'.5 b1r(8) 
for all 8. then 1r• ( 8) also implies 1-v-r of the chain. 
EXAMPLE 5.3.5. Consider 1r(8) = (b + B)a, where b ~ 0 is a constant. 
H b > 0, then the marginal measure M(dx) is u-finite for all a E (-oo, +oo). 
Applying THEOREM 5.3.3, the range of a which yields a-v-a Bayes infer~nces 
will be a E (-oo, -p/2 + 1]. 
H b = 0, then the marginal measure M(dx) is u-finite if and only if a> -p/2. 
THEOREM 5.3.3 implies that the range of a which yields a-v-a Bayes inferences 
will be a E (-p/2, -p/2 + 1]. · 
Note that as dimension p increases, the tail of 1r(8) becomes thinner and 
thinner. 
Consider 1r(O) =ea. 
(i) 
If p = 1, X,...,, N(µ, 1), the improper prior 
lµl2a, Cl E (-½, ½] 
yields a-v-a. Since 0 E (-1/2, 1/2], the formal Bayes inference µ ,...,, N(X, 1) 
using Lebesgue measuredµ as improper prior is almost v admissible (with a= 
0). 
(ii) 
Hp= 2, X,...,, N(µ, 12), the improper prior 
(µ~+µ~)a, a E (-1,0] 
yields a-v-a. Since OE (-1, O], the formal Bayes inferenceµ,...,, N(X, 12 ) using 
Lebesgue measure dµ as improper prior is almost v admissible ( with a = 0). 
(iii) 
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When p ~ 3, X,..., N(µ, Ip), the improper prior 
( 2 2 2) o ( p p 1) µ1 + µ2 + ... + µP ' a E -2' - 2 + 
yields a-v-a. Since O ~ (-p/2, -p/2 + 1), THEOREM 5.3.3 does NOT apply for 
the formal Bayes inferenceµ,..., N(X, Ip) which used Lebesgue measuredµ as 
improper prior (with a= 0). 
This may suggest that the usual "flat" prior dµ for the multivariate normal 
distribution is perhaps not so reasonable as the dimension p increases. 
EXAMPLE 5.3.6. Consider the prediction problem as follows: Suppose X 
and Z (given µ) are conditionally independent N(µ, Ip) variables. After seeing 
dada X, one wants to specify a distribution for the future observable Z. 
Using the improper prior dµ, the predictive distribution of Z given X is 
N(X, 2Ip). For quadratically regular prediction problems described in section 
2.8, if we use improper priors of the form 1r{llµll 2)dµ, THEOREM 5.3.3 provides 
a sufficient condition that the formal predictive distributions are a-v-a decision 
rules. Therefore, the distribution Z,..., N(X, 2Ip) is a-v-a for p = 1, 2. But for 
p ~ 3, an improper prior of the form 1r(llµll 2)dµ, where 1r satisfies the assump-
tions in THEOREM 5.3.3, may provide more reasonable (i.e. a-v-a) predictive 
inference then the distribution Z,..., N(X, 2Ip)-
A Calculations for Recurrence 
A.1 Multivatiate Poisson 
Here we prove THEOREM 5.2.2 by showing that 
µ1 (11) = P +a+ ,81 (11) 
µ2(11) = 211 + ,82(11) 
where 
µ3(11) = 0(11) (11--* oo), 
,81 (11) = O(TJ-1) 
,82(11) = 0(1) 
(11--* oo), 
(11--* oo). 
For the model Y,..., Poi(O) and improper v(d0) = 1r(0)(JP-1d0, the marginal 
measure of Y is assumed to be a-finite. So the marginal probability function 
I e-8(JY M(y) = -,-1r(0)(JP-1d0 E (O, oo) y. 
for all y = 0, 1, . . .. Recall that the formal posterior is 
7r ( O)e-o (JY+P-1 d(J 
Q(d01y) = ft 1r(t)e-ttY+P-ldt' 
and the transition function is 
00 -11 y 
R(dOl11) = E Q(d0jy)4. 
y=O y. 
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In order to get µk(TJ) = J (8 - 11)k R(dBl11), we first compute J Bk R(dBl11), k = 
1,2,3. Let 
Then, 
= ~ [I 1r(8)e-0011+k+p-Id8] e-,,.,,11 
L..J f 1r(8)e-6811+P-1d(J y! 
y 
= ~ m(y + k) e-TJ77Y _ 
L..J m(y) y! 
y 
For k ~ 1, the integration by parts yields 
m(y + k) = j 1r(8)e-61JY+k+P-1d8 
= -1r( B)e-0 011+k+P-1 lo' + j e-0 d1r( B)BY+k+p-l . 
The first term is zero for all y ~ 0 and k ~ 1. So 
where 
m(y + k) = j e-6d1r(8)8Y+k+p-l 
= j 1r'(B)e-0011+k+P-1d8 + (y + k + p- ·1) j 1r(8)e-0811+k+P-2d8 
= a(y + k - 1) + (y + k + p - l)m(y + k - 2), 
a(y + k-1) = J 1r'(8)e-68Y+k+p-ld8. 
Under the assumption that 
we have 
where 
1r' (0)8 = (a+ ip(8))1r(8), 
a(y + k-1) 
(y + k _ 1) = a + ¢(y + k - 1) 
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Since 1r(8) = 0(90/) (9 ~ oo), cp is bounded, and cp(B) = O(o-1 ) (9 ~ oo), 
then <I> is bounded and 
Therefore, 
Now, 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
</>(y) = 0(y-1) (y ~ oo). 
m(y + k) A(y + k - 1) k 1 m(y + k - 1) = m(y + k - 1) + y + p + -
=a+ y + p + k - 1 + </>(y + k - 1). 
f 82Q(dBI f= m(y + 2) m(y + 1) y m(y + 1) m(y) 
= (y + p + a + 1 + </>(y + 1)) (y + p + a + </>(y)) 
= y2 + (2p + 2a + l)y + </>2(y) 
where </>2(y) = 0(1) (y ~ oo), 
J 93Q(dBly) = m(y + 3) m(y + 2) m(y + 1) m(y + 2) m(y + 1) m(y) 
= (y + p +a+ 2 + </>(y + 2))(y2 + (2p + 2a + l)y + </>2(y)) 
= y3 + (3p + 3a + 3)y2 + <l>s(Y) 
where </>a(y) = 0(y) (y ~ oo). 
Recall that for a random variable Y - Poi(TJ), 
E(Y) = TJ, 
E(Y2) = T/2 + TJ, 
E(Y3 ) = 113 + 3rJ2 + TJ· 
Also, if </>(y) is bounded and </>(y) = 0(y-1 ) (y ~ oo), then E(</>(Y)) = {31 (TJ) = 
0(11-1 ) (y ~ oo) . Therefore, 
J 9R(d9ITJ) = E11 (Y + p +a+ </>(Y)) 
= TJ + p + a: + /31 ( TJ)' 
J 02 R(d9ITJ) = E11(Y2 + (2p + 2a + l)Y + </>2(Y)) 
= TJ2 + (2p + 2a + 2)TJ + P2(11), 
where P2(1J) = 0(1) (11 ~ oo), 
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f 83 R(d81r,) = E11 (Y3 + (3p + 3a + 3)Y2 + </>a(Y)) 
= 113 + (3p + 3a + 6)r,2 + Pa(TJ), 
where p3(1J) = 0(r,) (r,-}- oo). 
The above expectations are all taken under Y,...,, Poi(r,). 
Now µk(T/) = J (8-11)k R(dBlr,), k = 1, 2, 3, can be obtained by a little algebra. 
The results are 
where 
µ1 (r,) = p +a+ .81 (r,) 
µ2 ( 1]) = 21] + ,82 ( 1/) 
µ3 ( 1]) = 0 ( 11) ( 1] -}- 00)' 
,81 (r,) = 0(1]-l) 
.B2(1J) = 0(1) 
(TJ-}- oo), 
(11-}- oo) . 
This completes the proof. o 
A.2 Multivariate Normal 
Here we prove THEOREM 5.3.3 by showing 
where 
µ1 (17) = 2p + 4a + ,81 (11), 
µ2(11) = 817 + .B2(1J), 
µa(TJ) = 0(TJ) (TJ-}- oo), 
,81 (r,) = 0(1]-l) (r, -}- 00 ), 
,82(11) = 0(1) (TJ-}- oo). 
Let f(xl8), M(x), Q(dBlx), and R(d811]) be as defined in (56), (57), (59), 
and (60), respectively. So 
We will first get 
f Bk R(d8j17) 
= J J BkQ(d8lx)f (xl11)dx k = 1, 2, 3. 
The main tool used in the proof is non-central x2 distribution as defined in 
DEFINITION 5.3.2. Here we introduce some of its properties. 
PROPOSITION A.2.1. If Y is a non-central x2 random variable with p 
degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter 8, then Y has a density (with 
respect to Lebesgue measure): 
and we write 
oo e-f ( !l) n ( 1l.) n+ f-1 e- I ! 
go(y) = L ni2 2 r(n + l?) 2' 
n=O 2 
Y,...,, x;(B). 
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(62) 
Note that Y has the same distribution as a random variable Z which has a 
conditional distribution x2 distribution with p + 2N degrees of freedom given 
N, and N is a Poisson random variable with mean 0/2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.3.3. 
STEP 1: 
I (JkQ(d01x) 
_ f (Jk f (xj(})'1r((})(Ji-Id(J 
- M(x) 
_ J J (Jk( *)Pe-½ll:z:-vo'vll21r(0)(}i-1{(dv)d(} 
- ff ( J;-)Pe-½ll:z:-./evll2 1r((J)(Ji-l{(dv)d(J 
J 1r(llµll2)(11µ112)k(*)Pe-½ll:z:-µll2 dµ 
= J 1r(llµll2)(_1_)pe-½llz-µll2 dµ 
. ../2-i 
_ E11:z:112[1r(0)8k] 
- Ell:z:ll2 [1r(0)) 
where(}= 11µ11 2 and the expectations are taken under 
8 "J x;(llxll2). 
Therefore J (JkQ(d8lx) is a function of llxll2. Let 
mk(Y) = Ey[1r(8)8k] 
where y = llxll2, so 
STEP 2: 
I 8kQ(d8lx) = mk(Y). mo(y) 
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(63) 
Now, if X f",J N(.Jijv, Ip), then Y = IIXll2 f",J x;(17). Hence the inside integral is 
E ( mk(Y)) 
11 mo(Y) 
which does not depend on e(dv). So 
I Ok R(d8l11) 
=IE (mk(Y) )e(d ) 11 mo(Y) v 
= E ( mk(Y)) 
11 mo(Y) · 
STEP 3: 
In equation (63), mk(Y) is the expectation of 1r(O)Ok where 8 f",J x;(y). With 
gy(O) being the density as defined in (62), 
mk(Y) = j 1r(8)8kgy(O)d8 
= 2k oo e-! (J)n I 1r(O)(!)n+i+k-le-! d0 ~ n! r(n+ U 2 
= 2kEywk(N), 
where 
I 1r(O)(i )n+i+k-le-! dO wk(n) = hn+ ¥) 2 
= 
1 f 1r(28)8n+~+k-le-9d8. 
r(n + ') 
and the expectation is taken under that N given y is Poisson with mean y /2. 
Observe that 
wk(n) = (n + ~) 1 /1r(28)0n+~+k-le9d0 
2 r(n +I+ 1) 
p 
= (n + 2 )wk-I (n + 1). (64) 
We will use this equality later. 
LEMMA A.2.2. Under the assumptions on 1r(8) in THEOREM 5.3.3, for 
k = 1,2,3, 
wk(7\ =n+~2 +k-l+a+¢(n+k-1) Wk-1 n 
where ¢ is bounded and 
q,(n) = O(n-1 ) (n ~ oo). 
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PROOF. 
Integration by parts yields 
Wk(n) = l f 1r(28)e-OOn+i+k-ld8 
r(n+ J) 
= 1 [-e-01r(28)8n+f+k-l loo + / e-0 d(1r(28)8n+f+k-l) l · 
r(n + ~) O 
The first term is zero, so 
where 
Wk(n) = l [/ 21r' (28)e-00n+i+k-ld8 
r(n+U 
+(n + ~ + k - 1) / ,r(29)e-0en+f+k-2d9] 
p 
= d(n + k - I)+ (n + 2 + k - l)wk-1 (n) 
d(n + k - 1) = 1 / 21r'(20)e-0on+Hk-ld0. 
r(n+ ~) 
Under the assumption that 
1r'(B)O = (a+ cp(8))1r(O), 
we have 
d(n + k - I) _ f 21r'(20)e-0on+f+k-ld8 
Wk-1 (n) - I 1r(20)e-0on+f+k-2d0 
f cp(28)1r(20)e-0on+f+k-ldO 
-a+~--------
- I 1r(20)e-0on+i+k-2d0 
=a+ <j,(n + k - I). 
Since 1r(O) = O(Bo:), cp(O) = O(o-1 ), and cp is bounded, it follows that <j, is 
bounded and 
<j,(n) = O(n-1 ) (n ~ oo). 
Therefore, 
wk(7', = n + ~2 + k - I+ a+ <j,(n + k - 1).o (65) Wk-1 n , 
By equation ( 64) and ( 65), we have 
wk(n) = (n + ~ + k - I+ a+ <j,(n + k - l))wk-1(n) (66) 
= (n + ~)Wk-i (n + I). 
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LEMMA A.2.3. For a Poisson random variable N ,_ Poi(y/2), 
E11w1(N) y p 
E
11
wo(N) = 2 + 20 + 2 + 1/J(y) 
where 1/J is bounded and 1/J(y) = O(y-1 ) (y-+ oo). 
PROOF. 
By (66) and k = 1, we have 
w1(n) = (n +~+a+ <l>(n))wo(n) = (n + ~)wo(n + 1), (67) 
So, 
E11w1 (N) = ~ +a+ E 11Nwo(N) + E 11</>(N)wo(N) 
E 11wo(N) 2 E11wo(N) E 11wo(N) 
It is not difficult to show that the last term is bounded and 
E 11</>(N)wo (N) = O(y_1) 
E11wo(N) 
(y-+ oo). 
It remains to show that 
E11 Nwo(N) y 
E
11
wo(N) = 2 + a +-y(y) 
for some -y(y) bounded and -y(y) = O(y-1 ) (y-+ oo). 
To ease the use of notation, we will write the O-notation into equations such 
as 
E 11Nwo(N) y O( _1 ) 
E
11
wo(N) = 2 + a + y · 
Now, 
By (67), 
( 1) n + 2p + a + <I>( n) ( ) Won+ = 2 Won, n+ P 
so, 
1 </>(N) 
E 11wo(N + 1) = E11wo(N) + aE11-N E. wo(N) + E11-N E. wo(N). 
+2 +2 
Again by ( 67), the second term 
1 
E11-N E. wo(N) 
+2 
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-E wo(N + 1) 
-
11 N + J +a+ ¢,(N) 
= (1)-1 E11wo(N)(l + O(N-1 ) 
= O(y-1 )E11wo(N) 
The third term is 
Finally, 
E 11 Ntj,(N~ wo (N) +2 
= E11wo(N)O(N-2 ) 
= O(y-2 )E11wo(N). 
E 11 Nwo(N) = (~) {l + a(~ )-1 [l + O(y-1)] + O(y-2)} 
E 11 wo(N) 2 2 
= ~+a + O(y-1 ). 2 
This ends the proof of the lemma. <> 
Therefore, 
m1(Y) = 2E 11w1(N) =y+ 4a+p+O(y-1). 
mo(Y) E 11wo(N) 
Similar calculations yield 
and 
m
2 ((y)) = y + 4(a + 1) + p + O(y-1 ). 
m1y 
ma((y)) = y + 4(a + 2) + p + O(y-1 ). 
m2 y 
LEMMA A.2.4. If Y - x;(11), then 
E,,Y = 11 + p 
E 11Y 2 = (11 + p)2 + 411 + 2p 
E 11Y 3 = (11 + p)3 + 12(11 + p) 2 - 611p + 2411 - 6p2 + Sp. 
PROOF. 
Since x;(11) is a mixture of x 2 and Poisson distribution, the moments of Y 
can be calculated as 
E 11Yk = E11 [EN(ZklN)], 
where Z given N is x 2 random variable with p + 2N degrees of freedom, and N 
is Poisson with mean 11/2. Now, 
ENZ = 2N+p 
ENZ2 = (2N + p)(2N + p + 2) 
ENZ3 = (2N + p)(2N + p + 2)(2N + p + 4) 
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under ZIN - x;+2N, and 
E11N = TJ/2 
E11N 2 = (TJ/2)2 + (11/2) 
E11N 3 = (TJ/2)3 + 3(11/2)2 + 11/2. 
under N - Pai(TJ/2) The rest of the proof is just algebra. o 
Now we calculate J Ok R(d0)111). Under Y - x;(11), 
(i), 
(ii), 
(iii), 
j 0R(d0)111) 
= E m1(Y) 
11 mo(Y) 
= E,,,[Y + 4a + p + O(Y-1 )] 
= 77 + 4a + 2p + 0(11-1 ) 
I 02 R(d0)111) 
_ E m2(Y) m1(Y) 
-
11 m1(Y) mo(Y) 
= E,,,[ (Y + 4( a + 1) + p + O(Y-1)) (Y + 4a + p + O(Y-1 ))] 
= E11 [Y2 +(Ba+ 2p + 4)Y + 0(1)] 
= (TJ + p)2 + 477 + 2p+ (Ba+ 2p+ 4)(1J + 2p) + 0(1) 
= 772 +(Sa+ 4p+ 8)77 + 0(1) 
I 93 R(d9)1TJ) 
_ E m3 (Y) m2 (Y) m1 (Y) 
-
11 m2 (Y) m1 (Y) mo (Y) 
= E,,,((Y + 4(a + 2) + p + O(Y-1 ))(Y2 +(Ba+ 2p + 4)Y + 0(1)] 
= E11 [Y3 + (12a + 3p + 12)Y2 + O(Y)] 
= (T/ + p)3 + (12a + 3p + 24)772 + 0(TJ). 
Now we are ready to calculate 
(i), 
µk(11) = I (0 - TJt R(d9)111) k = 1, 2, 3. 
µ1 (TJ) = I 9R(d0)111) - 7J 
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(ii), 
(iii), 
= 4a: + 2p + 0(11-1), 
µ2(11) = I 82 R(d8)l11) - 211 I 8R(d8)l11) + 112 
= 112 + (80 + 4p + 8)11 - 271(11 + 4o + 2p) + r,2 + 0(1) 
= BTJ + 0(1), 
µ3(17) = I ()3 R(d8)l11) - 311 I 82 R(d8)l11) 
+3112 j 8R(d8)l11) - r,3 
= (11 + p)3 + (12o + 3p + 24)112 - 311(112 +(Ba+ 4p + 8)11) 
+3112(11 + 4a: + 2p) -113 + 0(11) 
= 0(11). 
Hence THEOREM 5.3.3 is proved. <> 
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